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An in-basket exercise was used to investigate the effects of

sex-role stereotypes on selection evaluations of applicants for
a management position.
(a) sex of the

The independent variables consisted of

~licant

(e.g., Janet N. Davis, Janes N. Davis)

(b) the raters attitude toward -wcm:m in managenent positions as
measured by a questionnaire, am finally (c) the quality of

infonnation (e.g., biographical or behavioral).

On the basis

of infonnatian provided, 28 male am female subjects evaluated
the applicants perfonnance potential and suitability for a
particular management position.

'!he results oonfinted the

hypothesis that attitude toward -wcm:m in managE!IEilt creates a
discriminatory inpact toward -wcm:m on certain managenent
cllirensions when the evaluator is forced to predict behavior
based on biographical infonnation.

HCJWiever, when actual behavioral

data about jab perfonnance is made available, discriminatory

effects appear to be eliminated.

In;>lications of these results

are discussed.

viii

In recent years, tmfair jab discrimination has beccme a

topic of cxmsiderable concern.

While undoubtably spurred by

the early Civil Rights t-Dvarent, Americans have care to
reoogni.ze hiring and prarotional biases not only has existed

and does exist against blacks, but that it also exists tcMa.rd
other groups such as wanen, the elderly and the handicapped.

Since 1964, when the Civil Rights An'eiXirrent made discrimination based on an individuals race, religion, sex, ethnic affiliation
or national origin illegal, the government has attempted to
assist the process of social change.

This has care about

through establishing guidelines for enployers to provide equal

srployment opporbmi.ty for groups previously denied these rights,
such as blacks and

'WCinen.

Accxlrding to the Civil Rights Arnendnent, enployers should

ally select prospective enployees arrl/ar consider employees for
praootion on the basis of dsronstrated potential for perfonning
the jab, rather than based on sate preconceived notion that only
certain members of society are capable of perfonning the jab.
'!he guidelines developed through the Civil Rights Arrendnent

have prrnpted E!lployers to begin to eliminate discrimination in
hiring and praootional practices.

While it is likely that sc:rre

srployers have changed their srploynent practices out of fear of

1

2

potential litigation, sane ent>loyers have recognized that their
ccrcpany can benefit fran the guidelines.

That is, if employees

are selected according to their denonstrated potential rather
than a precanceived idea about a candidates potential, the

employer will be assured that his/her employees will be the best
qualified for the position.
Despite the 1964 anendment, "treatnent" discrimination against
"WCJren

has persisted.

11

Treatnent" discrimination is defined

generally as the l.meql1al distribution of rewards across persons
performing the sarre tasks.

(Ievetin, Quinn,

&

Staines, 1972) .

In order to understand this l.meql1al distribution of rewards,

it is necessary to look at two ideologies behind reward distribution for jci> performance.
Ievetin et al (1972) examined achievement and need ideologies.
An achievem:mt ideology exists where rewards are based on

perfonnance or the quality and/or quanity of work prcxiuced on the
jab.

A need ideology is operative when rewards are based on

econanic need rather than p:roductivity.

Discrimination occurs

when classes of people are rewarded differentially according to

different reward ideologies.
Ievetin et al (1972) speculated that
fact being rewarded differentially.

Il'eil

and wcmm were in

As evidence for this

hypothesis they conducted a survey stratifying persons according

to derographic and occupational characteristics.

'lhey found:

(a) the median incare for the Anerican working wanan was 58%
of a a:f11?arable man •s incare and (b) although a large percentage
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of Anerican working waren probably experience trea't:ln:mt discrimination (94. 9% in this sanple) only a small percentage
perceived differential treat:roont due to their sex (7 .9% in

this sample).
'Ihese researchers concluded that

WCIIEil

are probably being

rewarded according to a need ideology while males are probably

distributed rewards according to achievenent or nerit.

This

is reflected in the fact that wcm:m only received 58% of the
incane males receive even though roth do the same kind of work
and have the sane jab demarrls.

(I.evetin et al ,1972). In

addition, the results of this survey terrl to suggest that wcrren
themselves tend to ascribe to a need ideology in that they tend
oot to perceive discriminatory inpact.
'!be preoecling results are interesting in that wrnen do not

seem to perceive that they are being discriminated against.
Goldberg (1968) suggested that wcm:m vif?.N themselves as inferior
and therefore are prejudiced against other wcm:m.

In a sanple

of oollege females, Goldberg (1968) found that female students
tended to rate essays lower if they believed the essays were

written by a wanan than if they believed they were written by
a man.
raters.

However, his stl.rly did oot make carparisons with male
There is

sate

evidence to suggest that females tend

to have nore stringent criteria for making perfonnance judgments
and therefore tend to rate roth males and females less favorably
than males (Drucker, 1973).

But a nore stringent criteria for

perfonnance evaluations by females does not explain all the
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preceding and subsequent f:indings in the research area of sex
discrimination.
It has been shcMn that both male and female clinical and
ex>t.mSeling personnel expect females to display behaviors

significantly different than males (Abranori.tz

&

Abram::Mitz,

1973; Brovennan, Brovennan, Clarkson, Rosenbrantz

&

Vogel, 1970).

Behavior expected fran males tended to oorrespond ItDre closely
to an ideal st.arx:lard of mental health than behavior expected

fran females (Brovennan et al, 1970).

Furt:herm:>re, when an

equivalent male and female were rated by oounselors for
psychological distress, the female rat.ee was rated significantly
nore distressed than a male rat.ee (Abram:Mi.tz et al, 1973).

Sdlein (1972) fourrl behavior expected fran males to have
nore significant oorrelations to a characteristics profile
of ideal managers than behavior expected fran females.

It

seems, aCXXlrd:ing to this sanple of managenent personnel, wanen
are apparently not thought to naturally possess characteristics

necessary to be a good manager.
Perhaps the sex-related association bias Schein (1972)
found is reflected in the

~valuation

process.

Rosen and Jerdee

(1973) found male supervisors tended to be rated ItDre favorably
across supervisory styles (threatening, rewarding, friendlydeperrlent, and helping).

'Ibis tends to suggest that wcm=n may

be mlfairly discriminated against in managenent in that equivalent

behavior

be~

both sexes is rated significantly less favorable

for a female than a male.
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An interesting finding to arerge fran Rosen and Jerdee •s

(1973) study, although not statistically significant, was that
ratings tended to be nnre favorable toward both sexes when the
behavior was -oongruent with cultural expectations.

For exanple,

both male and female supervisors were rated nnre favorably when

they treated QRX>Site sex subordinates in a friendly-dependent

manner than if they treated their
friendly-dependent manner.

CMn

sex subordinates in a

Furthernnre, Rosen

am

Jerdee (1973)

n:>te that it is scx::ially acceptable to treat the opposite sex
in a frierxily-dependent manner.

COnsidering Rosen and Jerdee's (1973) results, it seems
possible that culturally learned, sex-related expectations
bias the evaluator's perception of a wanan' s perfonnance in
various occupations.

Mischel! (1974) suggests that biases may

actually be a j\Xlgnent of an :individual's probability of success
in a particular occupation.

She specifically cites situations

where waren attenpt to c:nupete for traditionally male daninated
occupations (i.e. law and city planning).

The evaluators judg-

nent may reflect their expectation for a wanan 's behavior and
tnv that behavior pattern fits with the jd:> requirements.

As

was found in Schein's (1972) stlxiy, the evaluators in Mischel!' s

(1974) st\Xly may have believed that wcm:m do not possess the
behaviors necessary to c:ntp::te
male occupations.

am

be successful in traditional

Perhaps these stereotypic expectations nerely

mirror the expectation that

'WCitEn

exhibiting traditionally female

behaviors will n:>t be able to succeed in occupations which require
behaviors traditionally associated with males.

6
Several experinents and surveys lend support to a success
bias as described above.

When equivalent male and female ratees

were considered for cx:nmseling positions, academic teaching
positions or_ as managers, male ratees tended to be favored in
hiring and praroting over female ratees (Fidell, 1970; Jones,
1970; Rosen

&

Jerdee, 1974a, 1974b) .

Additionally, male

ratees were accepted significantly nore often into tmdergraduate
programs than equivalent females even though both the male 1 s
and female 1 s credentials were below average (Clifford & Walster,

1972) .
None of the preceding researchers explain their results
precisely in terms of a

su~s

probability as Mischell (1974),

but an interesting generalization arerges fran all these studies.
It appears that in spite of equivalent qualifications to female
ratees, the male ratees are cansistantly preferred over female
ratees.

In applying a success probability theory, these results

suggest that males may be perceived as being better risks than
females for being successful in an organization or academic
endeavors.
Experimental data is frequently criticized due to its
lack of representation of real life or non-laboratory situations.

However, Day arrl Stogdill (1972) observed that male supervisors
advanced nore rapidly in a particular organization than female

supervisors with equal abilities as well as equal training.
a~ar

in statistical data fran

in::lustrial surveys (Schein, 1973).

Although the females in

Furt:herm:>re, similar trerrls
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these surveys were not necessarily equated with males for cc.rcpetency and qualification, Schein (1973) notes that even though

38% of the "WOrk force is fsnale, there is a distinctively

smaller percentage of wcrren in middle management and executive
positions.

She cites one particular survey of industrial

organizaticm (Wc:Jnen in the Work Force, 1970) which revealed
5% or fewer wcrren in middle management positions or above in

87% of the cxrcpanies surveyed.

Affinnative Acticm programs have been particularly instru.nental in guaranteeing wrnen equal opporttmity for advancing
to higher level enployment than previously.

But Affinnative

Action programs merely provide statistical goals an h<::M many

waren should cx::cupy particular positions based on female
representation in the work force.

'lhese programs also pinpoint

the steps in the selection and pracotional practice which

terx1 to have discriminatory effects an waren.

HCMever, the

exact manner of overcc:mi.ng the discriminato:cy effects are not
analyzed in the Affinna.tive Action programs.

It "WOuld be

fruitful to investigate situations where "treat:Itent" discrimination is operative oontrasted t o where it does not seem to
occur.

Exploring discriminatory and non-discriminato:cy factors

oould assist in inplem:mting selection and pracotional systems

which decrease or eliminate sex discriroination.
Wc.m:m do not appear to be discriminated against in all

situations.

The experimental literature provides evidence for

situations where sex biasing does not appear to exist or if

discrimination does exist it arises in a very different fonn.
A study by Pheterson, Kiesler and Goldberg (1971) found cx::npetent
males to be significantly favored over cc::npetent fanales

however, aCCDtplished females (indicated by receiving first
prize in an art contest) were not rated significantly different
than acco:nplished males.

Clifford and Walster (1972) found

a similar trerxi in the acceptance rate of male and female
applicants into undergraduate university programs.

Females

with belCM average qualifications were accepted significantly
less often than equi.valent males.

As the quality of the

applicant's credentials increased to average and above average
quality the aooeptance rate between the sexes approximated
each other.
Increased information about female dentists' professional

ability was shown to significantly influence attitl.rles of female
oons~s

(Ripley, 1971).

Female CXll'lS\liTers were involved in a

decision making situation about dentists.

Initially they

reoeived equal information about a male and female dentist.

They

were asked to note fran which dentist they would seek professional
services.

Then additional information was provided about the

female dentist.
kinds:

(a)

The information provided included one of several

IYDre information about professional qualification;

(b) information noting the quality of her professional ability;
(c) greater infonnation about her personal life, or; (d)
infonnation about the quality of her personal life.

A second

rating was made by the oonsurcers after reading the new infonnation
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about the dentists.

Ripley (1971) fetmd statistically signifi-

cant differences in favor of the wanan dentist than male dentists
when greater quantity or higher quality professional infonnation

was provided-.

Interpreting Ripley's (1971) findings in te:rms

of the Mischel!' s (197 4) success bias, it seems greater quantity
or higher quality professional infonna.tion provided the rater
with sufficient infonna.tion to believe that the female dentist
had the potential for successfully perfoillling the job.
An unpublished master's thesis by Drucker (1973) found

another interesting result when both a male and female were rated

on leadership potential in a simulation exercise.

A male and

female actor separately roleplayed the sarre simulated leadership
exercise.

Half of the subjects rated the male, the other half

rated the female.

SUbjects were instructed l:lcM to score the

leadership behavior.

No significant differences were found in

rating of leadership behavior between the male and female m::xiel.
In addition, subjects were asked to rate managerial potential
as denonstrated in an in-basket simulation exercise.

Half of

the subjects believed the in-basket was done by a female, the

other half believed it was c:x:npleted by a male.

Again they

were instructed l:lcM to score the in-basket and again no differences
were found between the male and female ratee.

Drucker's. (1973 )

results seen to suggest sex biasing does not occur when rating
actual behavior related to specific jab positions.
In a replication of Goldberg's (1968) study done with a
san;>le of Israeli high school stl.Xients, differential treatnent

was not foum bet\t.leen the eqW.valent males and females in
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in evaluating writing ability (Mischell, 1974).

Preliminary

investigation showed that Israeli high school students have
similar sex stereotypes as those fourrl in the United States.
In spite of these sex stereotypes, male and female ratees did not

significantly differ on performance evaluations of writing
abilities.

Mischell (1974) speculates, in contrast to Goldberg's

(1968) study where he fomld male ratees significantly preferred
over female ratees, the lack of biasing may be that the Israeli
people may experience working waren differently than Arcericans.
For exanple, Israeli wrnen occupy a large n\.llli:)er of occupations
and at least one has received international recognition for

her effectiveness in perfonning her job.

It is not unusual for

an Israeli wanan to be perfonning a job that nnst Arcericans
believe only men could perform.

At this point it is :inportant

to reiterate that Mischell (1974) explains sex biasing or sex
discrimination in tenns of perceived probability for success.
If Israeli students in fact knew of cnrp:tent wanen in a number
of occupations typically occupied by men, this would eliminate
the expectation that wanen would generally fail in these occupations.

'Ihese students would probably believe that waren would be quite
capable of perfonning the joo and thus would be and was reflected
in the lack of success bias in the ratings.
It seems that sex biasing tends to decrease or be eliminated
in situations where evidence is pJ:eSented CXJntracy to expected

behavior.

Initially stereotypes probably tend to determine what

behavior is expected fran a person associated with a wrtl-cular

group.
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Zil.borg (1949) irrplys that the Arcericans stereotype for

females are androcentric.

That is, fenales are viewed as having

inferior capabilities to deal with nost situations relative to
nen.

When minimal information is knCMn or presented or presented

about an individuals performance, stereotypic expectations may
tend to bias the evaluators judgrrent.

'Ihus, considering the andro-

centric bias, it is not surprising that wcm:m tend to be rated
less favorably than male

001mterparts

by Arcerican sanples.

However, it seems when information is presented or knCMn which
oontradicts the expectation that wanen are inferior, wcm:m tend
to be rated equivalent to ccrrparable males.

For exanple, this

later event occurs in situations where the evaluator seems to
believe or has evidence that wcm:m do have the ability to perfonn

in particular situations.
Two different outoanes of the evaluation prc:xJesses of females

oould possibly be explained by st\rlies of contrast and assimilation effects in the joogment process.

Holm:s and Berkc:Mitz {1961)

suggest cxmtrast effects are a oonsequence of a psychological
distance relative to scm= standard or anchor.

That is, the

observation or an event, behavior, objects, etc. is discrepant
with what the observer expected to observe.

Operationally,

observers tend to over or underestimate their judgment of the
actual observation.

Perhaps this pheonarena was operative in

Pheterson et al {1971) and Clifford and Walster {1972) .

Both

of these studies found that females deltonstrating exceptionally
effective behavior tended to receive nore favorable ratings
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than a cx::nparable male even though the results were not statisti-

cally significant.
An assimilation process seems to

occur when evaluators perceive

the stimulus c::bject as nore similar to their internal standard
than the stinn.tlus abject may actually be (Holnes & Berkaritz,
1961).
'!be internal standard or anchor fran which carparisons are

made in lx>th the cxmtrast and assimilation processes . seem to be

detenn:ined by the evaluators previous experience (Tajfel, 1957;
Wexley, Yukl, Kovacs & Sanders, 1972) •

This previous experience

may be relatively recent or oould have been due to oontinuous
experiences of a similar nature in the evaluators past.

Pin-

pointing the actual time when the internal standard becane part
of the evaluators psychological make-up is relatively unirrp:)rtant.
What is iltprtant is that the evaluator learned that certain events,
behaviors, rewards etc. would arise due to particular characteristics of the stinn.tlus abject.

Fran this the following can be

inferred; assimilation or cxmtrast effects becate operative when

an OOserver must evaluate a stinn.tlus d:>ject.

If the defining

characteristics of the stimulus object are perceived equivilant
to a similar stimulus d:>ject, the observer will predict behaviors,
events, rewards, etc. that he/she has previously experienced
with the stimulus object.

If a discrepancy in the defining

characteristics is of sufficient magnittrle, the evaluator will
Ul'Xier or over predict behaviors, events, rewards etc. fran his/her

previous experience.

'!he dir.ectian of the pnrli.ction will depend
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upon the OOservers positive or negative perception of the
discrepant characteristics (Holmes

& BerkCMt.i.z,

1961; Wexley

et al, 1972).
In expanding the theories behind contrast and assimilation

processes to incl\Xie the research on sex discrimination, certain
possibilities arise to explain sex discrimination.

It seems

possible that when a rater is informed of the ratee's sex, he/she

activates standards associated with members of that sex displayed
in similar situations.

'!his would especially occur when raters

are provided with limited infomation about a person's behavior.
'!bat is, the rater would predict behavior based on his/her

previous experience with members of that sex in similar situations.
As the data seems to support, traditianall.y, the standard for

females in working situations tends to be lower than males (Fidell,
1970; Goldberg, 1968; Mischel! 1974; Pheterscn et al, 1971).

Perhaps

the raters in these studies had experienced females that were
oot capable of perfcmn:i.ng their jabs adequately, or the manifest

behaviors were nutual.ly exclusive of acceptable performances in
a particular jab setting.

Perhaps this previous experience

caused the raters to predict the female's behavior would be
inadequate even tOOugh objective evaluation of her credentials
would i.micate she was aooeptable.

If this process did in fact

exist, it could be said that tb:!se raters assimilated the observed
information into their learned stamard of inferior performance
for the specific situation, thus evaluating females less favorably
than males.

'nlis interpretation seems feasible CXlnSidering the

wealth of data indicating the stamard for females is generally
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less favorable than males (Abram:Mitz et al, 197 3; Brovennan et a1
1970; Fidell, 1970; Goldberg, 1968; Mischell, 1974; Pheterson
et al, 1971; Ripley, 1970).
Several previously noted research studies fOl.md nnfair
discriminatory effects against females did not occur in certain
situations (Ri};iey, 1971).

Furt:henrore, sene studies found a

tendency for reverse discrimination (Clifford
Pheterson et al, 1971) .

&

Walster, 1972;

Ripley (1971) found discriminatory effects

decrease bet\t.Jeen a male and female dentist when additional
quality and quantity infonnation oonsisted of the professional
ability.

In addition, Pheterson et al (1971) and Clifford and

Walster (1972) fourx:l that exceptionally CCil"petent females

tended to be preferred over cxnparable males, however, their
results were not statistically significant.

It seems possible

that the additional infonnation in these studies contrasted
the expected behavior for the female ratees.

The findings in

Clifford and Walster' s (1972) and Phetersoo et al (1971)
sttxlies provide strong support for a theory canfonning to contrast
effects specifically the perfonnance infonnation presented
for females in these studies may have created a psychological

discrepancy with expected behavior which caused the raters
to evaluate the female higher than their general standard for
outstat¥ii.ng perfonnance.
A controlled study appears relevant at this ti.ne to detennine
whether contrast and assimilation effects interact with learned
prejudice against waren in working situations.

It seems especially
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i.np:>rtant to ascertain what the specific qualities about a
female's perfonnance and capabilities will afford fanales at
least equivalent evaluation to male CO\mterparts.

Since one

of the major areas of discrllnination arises in traditionally
male daninat.ed c:x::cupaticns, this study will address itself

to evaluations in srployment settings traditionally occupied
by males.

'!his sb.rly will attercpt to sttrly the carp::ments which

alleviate discriminatory inpact for waren with average capabilities and qualifications applying for managerial positions.
'lWo

reasons for stlxlying this qualification range are as follCMS:

(a) first of all, various stuii.es have already noted that
exceptiooally "talented" waren tend to be given higher ratings
of favorability or acceptances than equivalent males by raters
(Pheterson et al, 1971; Clifford

&

Walster, 1972) •

However,

the reason why these results have emerged have been given

little attention.

An unexamine1 variable may have created

a psych:>logical oontrast to sex stereotypes.

If a oontrast

effect is in fact operative, knaring the nature of the contrast
variable

~uld be

helpful in changing the traditional expectations

for females.
Secxnily, there generally seems to be a greater ntmiJer of

persons with average qualifications in the
wcnen.

~rk

force, mcluding

Experience tells us that there seems to be a nonnal dis-

tribution of capabilities m nost any population.

Only a small

percentage of people have exceptionally outstan:ling or exceptionally
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nus would also apply to waren.

inferior capabilities.

Only

a small percentage would be outstanding, leaving the majority
of wcm:m in the work force being of average potential for a
particular position.

Being that the majority of

'WCIIel1

applying

for jd:>s would be average, this would be the major capability
range errployers would encounter.

Thus it would make sense

to find nethods of elimination discrimination for the amjority
of female joo applicants.
In assessing discriminatory inpact against females with

average qualificatioos, several controls IlU.lSt be considered.
First of all, a male COtmterpart will be used as a control.

In

using an equivalent male, it will be possible to ascertain
several aspects of discrimination.

It will be possible to

detenni.ne:
(a)

When differential stamards are operative for males

and females.

'nlat is, in what kind of situation does

discrimination occur.
(b)

'Ihe direction these differential standards seem to

guide the raters.

'!bat is, do the differential

standards cause the male or female to be rated nore
favorably or less favorably than each other?
A seoond oonsideration is the raters initial attitude
t:cMard females.

Previously, contrast and assimilation effects

theory were used to describe why quality and quantity of
infonnation oould be inst.n.m:mtal in changing the effects of
learned expectations for female behavior.

Hao1ever, Wexley et a1.
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(1972) found oontrast effects have greater influence on the
ratings of applicants with average suitability, especially when
the subjects' initial standard was either initially high or
initially low.

'1hese researchers fourrl st:irmll.us persons of

average suitability were rated significantly la-ver if they were

viewed subsequent to a stimulus persons with outstarding credentials than if an average applicant was evaluated subsequent

to stimulus persons with low suitability.

Although Wexley

et al 's (1972) research manipulated the subjects standard
:inmadiately prior to ju:lging the average applicant, if this
pheixmenan beccl1es operative in this sttrly, it could carrouflage

the results.

For exanpl.e, when limited infonnation is presented

to the rater in tei:ms of the ratees suitability for a rnanagenent
position the rater will assimilate the ratee' s average qualifications into

his/her

own expectations.

Far raters with la,.;

expectations for females, he/she will assimilate her qualifications into

his/her

own below average expectations

female below average.

am rate the

<il the other hand, a rater with high

expectations would assimilate the average qnal j fications to his/
her high standard am rate the ratee above average.
Since this experiment is attenpting to unoover the information quality which eliminates or decreases discrimination,
a se<XliXl oonditian would be introduced which in:licates the
female applicant is capable of perfonning in a management
position am the additional infonnatian creates a psychological

discrepancy fran the subjects initial standard.

Acoording to
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Wexley' s et al 's (1972) firdings, it would be e>tFected that

persons with initially high expectations would tend to rate the
female belCM average, while the rater with initially lON

-

expectations would rate the female above average.

In the

statistical analysis of these cx:Jnbined raters, although both
experienced different psydlolCXJical processes, the results
would probably i.rxticate that the information manipulation had
no effect.

Therefore, it seems inportant to estimate the

raters initial expectations t:cMard fenales in managem:mt
situations.
'!be :i.mnediately preceding argu:tent for neasuring attitudes
t:cMard females allu:led to another variable of interest in this

study.

That is a manipulation of the infonnation presented to

the raters,

Two levels of infonnation will be used.

One level

of infonnatian will incll.X!e basic biCXJraphical infonnation
about the stimulus persoo.

A biographical resune will provide

the rater with basic infonnation about the ratee's sdl.ooling,

extra-curricular activities arrl job experience.

Hc:Mever, none

of the infcmnation presented in the resune will be directly
related to a management position.

It will attenpt to present

the applicants' qualifications as average.

Since the resume

will nerely present general qualifications, it is speculated
that the raters will prOOably pn:!dict behavior based on their
previous experiences and stereotypic perceptions of males and
females.
~

se<:X>l'Xi information ocnlition will be behavioral
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descriptions of perfonnance directly applicable to ma.nagercent
positions.

Several studies fourrl info:rmation that indicated

a fsnale who was an outstanding perfonner tended to receive
ratings that preferred her over cx:nparable males (Clifford
&

Walster, 1972: Pheterson et al, 1971).

Harlever, these studies

did not necessarily use behavioral descriptions.

Drucker

(1973) found when raters were asked to observe and evaluate
leadership behavior of a male and a female, both sexes were
rated approximately the sane.

Corresporrling to all three

preoedi.ng studies, it seens feasible that both behavior and the
indication that a female has the ability to perfonn adequately
in jab functions serve as a oontrast to expected behavior for

certain raters.

This study will attenpt to verify whether

behavioral infonna.tion creates a discrepancy fran expected
behavior.
Conceptually, it is speculated that behavioral infonnation
serves as a oontrast to initial expectations and therefore has
~effect

of changing ratings due to culturally defined

standards associated with females.

'!be direction of the change

will depend on the raters initial expectation and their perception
that the additional infonnation indicated the aQ?licant could
or could not perform the jab.
Exper:inentally, it should be found that a significant
interaction should occur between the sex of the ratee, attitude
toward fenales in managenett situations and infonnation coodi.tians.
When biographical infonnation is rated, providing little jab
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related information, the raters sOOuld assimilate this infonnation

into their internal standard

(Hares an::1

Yukl, :Kovacs & Sanders, 1972).

Berkowitz, 1961; Wexley,

Although no rreasure of attitudes

-

tc:Mard men in managenent will be taken, it is assuned because

management is a traditionally male daninated occupation, males
will be favored in the field.

Consequently, the statistical

analysis should shCM no significant differences between male

ratees at both attitude conditions tc:Mard females when ratings
are based on biographical data.

In addition, the female ratee

sOOuld be rated significantly higher by the favorable attitude
conditioo than the unfavorable condition, but no difference
sl'x>uld be found for the favorable condition evaluating a

female than the male ratee's (both attitude conditions) at
the biograhpical condition.

At the behavioral condition, additional information will
be presented to the raters.

'!his behavioral information will

describe actual perfonnance in managenent situations.

It is

speculated that this kilxi of information will cause a large
psychological discrepancy or oontrast for certain raters,
especially for those who do not expect cutp::tent behavior fran
females in management situations.

Consequently, ratings of

the ratee should significantly change, with the direction
being dependent upon the positive or negative perception of
the additional information.

For exarrple, if the additional

information irxiicates the ratee will be able to perfonn the
joo adequately, the raters will teM. to increase the favor-
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ability of their ratings fran his/her first rating.

Hc:Mever,

if the additional information suggests the ratee is deficient
in sare area necessary to perfonn adequately in the job, the
rater will probably decrease the favorability of his/her ratings
fran

his/her first rating.
An additional statement nrust be reiterated in reference to

cxntrast effects.

Ccntrast effects sean to be dependent upon

the magnitu1e of the psychological discrepancy (Hollres

Berkc:Mtiz, 1961).

&

Persons with favorable attitudes toward

males and females in manage:nent situations already expect
relevent managerial behaviors to be dem:>nstrated.

Although

the ratings might terrl to increase or decrease, the addi tiona!

information prOOably won't be sufficient to create a contrast
effect.

01 the other hand, persons with unfavorable expectations

for females in managE!Ilellt probably expect few if any relevant
managerial behaviors.

As a consequence, the female ratee' s

ratings by a person with unfavorable attitudes toward females
should increase significantly due to a psychological discrepancy
beUNeei'l expected arrl OOserved behavior by the female.

Experimantally, male ratees evaluated by both attitude
c:xnlitions toward females and the favorable attitude condition

rating a female ratee should not significantly differ between each
at the behavioral c:xn:iition, oor between their ratings on the
biographical information.

Also, the unfavorable attitude conditioo

toward females should rate the female ratee significantly higher

an the behavioral oonditioo than the biographical condition, and
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and slightly higher than all other sex X attitude corrli.tions on
the behavioral oondition.
The following main effects and t1«> way interactions should

emerge due to the previously described three way interaction.
1)

'!be male ratee should be rated significantly higher
than the fenale ratee sunned across attitude and

infonnation oo.rrlitians.
2)

The high attittrle cx:>rxlition should rot be rated significantly

different than the lCM attituJ.e oo.rrlition when

~

across sex of applicant arrl information conditions.
3)

Behavioral info:anatian should sh:M significantly higher
ratings than the biographical oorrli.tion when ratings
are sl.liTired across attitude oorx:li.tions and sex of
applicant.

The preceding main effects would account for the significantly
l.cMer ratings of the female ratee relative to other sex X attitude

cxmdi.tians by subjects with unfavorable attituies tcMard females
at the biographical oondi.tion and slightly higher ratings at the
behavioral conditions.

Furthel:nore, the folladng two way inter-

actions would also acoount for the differential ratings by subjects
with unfavorable attitl.rles t:Giard waren in managerrent.

1)

'!be male ratee soould show significantly higher ratings
than the female at the biographical condition, but shcM
oo differences between the sexes at the behavioral
cxmdition when sl.lllltEd across attitwe conditions.

2)

No differences smuld be fou.rrl between the male arrl
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fenale ratee in either attitude oondition when sl..Illi'Ced
across information oonditions.
3)

Finally, when s'l.lllllEd across sex of applicant, the
favorable attitl.rle oondition should be rated significantly
higher than the \D'lfavorable oondition on ratings of
biographical information.

HCMever, no differences

should energe between the attitude conditions, when

surmed across sex of applicant, for ratings of behavioral
info:cnation.
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METHOD

Subjects
A pool of approximately 250 male and female voltmteers
were drawn from undergraduate introductory psyclx:>logy classes
at Florida Tedmological University and Valencia Junior College
and administered the Wanan as Managers Scale (Peters 1 197 4) •

Data was retained for statistical evaluation fran 13 ferrales
and 15 male subjects. ('!he high attrition rate will bea::lte apparent) •

Use of data in the statistical analysis for a particular subject
was detennined by meeting the following criteria:
1)

'!he subject fell in the above or belaY the upper and
1~

2)

30th percentiles on the attit\Xie questionnaire.

'!he subject perceived the sex of the applicant in their

experimental naterials.
3)

The subject curpleted the rating fonns following the

presentation of both biographical and behavioral
infonnatian in their

~tal

materials.

In order to have equal nl.li'Cber of cases in each cell 1 any

additional data in any cell was randanly discarded.

The cell

with the least number of cases set the limit on the ntnnber of
subjects per cell that would be analyzed.
;E;xperilrental Design
The experimental procedure consisted of a 2 x 2 x 2 design
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with a repeated neasure on the third factor.

'!be sex of the

applicant an:l the subject's attit\rle tc:Mard wcm:m as !llanagers
were independent variables.
repeated neasure factor.

Type of information served as a

A pool of subjects was selected for

the attitude factor via the Wcmen as Managers Scale (WAMS) by

utilizing persons falling above an:l belCM the top and botton

30th percentiles on this scale.

Half the subjects were randanly

assigned experimental materials in:li.cating a male applicant was
applying for a managerial position.

The other half of the subjects

receive1 identical expermental materials except a female narre
was

used.

All subjects participated in both infonnation condition

receiving both biographical data and behavioral descriptions about

the applicant.

Pra:s::iure
The experiment provided "average" biographical data

(exclusive of sex) ani behavioral descriptions of managenent

characteristics.

'!he biographical infonnatian incl\rled educa-

tional attainment, grade point average, class standing, organizatian affiliation, interests and previous work experienre.

The

experimenter developed this resune with the intent to show that
the awlicant, although a college graduate, was only an average

stooent by having a B- grcde point average, average involvement
in clubs ani organizations and had progressed in enploynent

situatians at a noderate rate.
The behavioral descriptions described the applicants'

perfonnance in a sinul.ated managerial position.

These descriptions
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are usually derived fran an assessrrent centers technique which
identify and evaluate a candidates ability for a particular
position (Jaffee 1 1971) •

Sinoo this stuiy was interested in

evaluating preference for a firstline managerrent position, the
behavioral descriptions included characteristics generally
relevant for this level of managerrent (i.e. leadership ability,
decisiveness 1 intel:perscnal skills, decision-making ability,
organizing-planning ability and an overall assessrrent of their
potential as a first line manager) •
wrote the materials.

Again 1 the experinenter

The behavioral descriptions were written

to indicate average ability by including such statarents as . . . . .
the candidates stralg points equalled

his/her

~

points. 11

The experimental materials were canouflaged in an in- basket

exercise as ItEITOs to the cperating manager fran the store manager.
The in-basket exercise is a managenent assessrrent teclmique

generally used in cxnjunctian with other techniques to assess

managerial potential.

However 1 the use of the in-basket in

this st.uly seered to be the cmly presentation nethcrl which would
carroflage the experiment's demand characteristics, which, i f
detected 1 could possibly contaminate the results.
In the experimental setting 1 initially subjects were told

the in-basket exercise was a pilot st\rly for determining heM

ilxllviduals make managenent decisions.

'lhe subjects were further

infonred that eventually the finiings of this st\Xly would be used
in developing training prograrrs for managers.

Subjects were

requested to start at the beg:inning of the exercise and work
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th.rou:3h the available materials witOOut going
response they hcrl previously made.

back to change any

The fonrer instructions attenpt-

ed to further ~uflage the intent of the stW.y lilhile the later

directioos were interxled to control for the order infonnation
oorrli.tians were rated thus preventing the contamination of
biographical ratings by the subjects kna-lledge of the ratees'
actual performance.
The intrcxluctol:y instrlrtions of the in-basket told subjects

to assune the role of an operating manager in a fictional
clepart:nent store
manager would.

am

respaOO to the materials as an operating

Ordinarily, the in-basket instructions provide

managerial candidates with background on the organization, thus
providing a frane of reference far decision-making.

In this

exper:imental situation, the .instructions provided backgrotmd
and in additicm, it also provided the e>eperimenter with the

qlpOI'tunity to define the qlerating manager positions.

Definin:J

this position was irrportant because at a later point in the inbasket, the subjects WOJld be asked to evaluate an applicant's
suitability specifically for that position.
The experimental materials were presented in the fonn of

neros fran the store manager.

It stated that a new branch store

was to cpen in a neighboring city.

All positions had been filled

except the position of q:e:eting manager.

The personnel manager,

to date, had only received one application for the position.

The store an:i persamel manager were requesting assistance in

evaluat.in,; the applicant •s suitability.

Since the addressee
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was familiar with t.ba job, the addressee was requested to evaluate
the applicant on an attached evaluation fonn.

In addition, the

nero stated t.ba addressee's evaluation would detennine whether
a personal interview would be offered.
The biographical coodition was poaced tcMard the beginning
of t.ba in-basket.

A resl.]['[E, as described above, oonstituted the

biograpri.cal cxndition.

A rating fonn was also attached.

This

fcmn cxmsisted of a six point Likert type scale with verbal
descriptions ranging fran marginal to outstanding to be used
in rating the awlicant on several dimensions.

~ationa.l

defini-

tioos were provided for dimensions deerced relevant to managerial
effectiveness.

These dimensions included decisiveness, decision-

making ability, ooominating ability, leadership ability, inter-

persooal skills and overall potential as an operating manager.
'!be sane six-point Likert type scale ranging fran marginal to

outstanding was to be used by t.ba subject to evaluate the applicant
for each managerial dimension.

Finally, a yes or no response

was requested to the question:

"W:>uld you hire this person for

this positian?"

The behavioral infonnation was presented four :rraros subsequent
to both the resl.]['[E and rating fonn.

A rreno fran the store manager

infomed the addressee that additional information had been
provided on the applicant arrl a secorrl rating was requested on
an identical but separate fonn.

The additional infcmnation

incl\Xled sunmary evaluations fran an assessment center.

A brief

description of an assessrent center, nethcx:l of assessment and
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purpose of assessrrent centers were provided in the rrerco.
appendix A for in-basket and experimental materials.

(See

Identical

materials were presented for the female applicant but Janet N.
Davis was substituted for James N. Davis.

The final step in the

experimental process was the use of a soort questionnaire
subsequent to the in-basket.

Several filler questions were

asked in an att.enpt to canouflage the relevant question.
Specifically, subjects were asked the sex of the applicant for
the q:erat.in; managers positian.

This procedure was deerred

necessacy to ascertain whether the subjects 1 were aware of the

cg>licants 1 sex

(~ B) •

One week prior to participation in the exper:i.m:mt, all

me.rcbers of the s\Dject pool were requested to cxnplete an attitude

survey designed to tap attitu:ies t.cMard waren in managerent

'lbe survey was presented as an

(Vi::m:m as Managers Scale).

attatpt to develq> rxn:mative data for the Central Florida area
(~C).

identify subjects with favorable arxl tmfavorable attituies
tcward fenale managers.
The attitude neasure ta-lard waren

included blo ccntent areas:

in managanent

(WAMS)

(a) general descriptive traits/

behaviors of managers (e.g. leadership and Irotivational behaviors,
and traits such as assertiveness and cmpetativeness) and (b)

female specific stereotypes thought to represent barriers to the
sucx:essful integration of

\\1a1'en

into managerial positions

(e.g. problems associated with pregnancy arrl child rearing).
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A prirx:iple c:arpanent analysis in the developrent of this neasure

with varimax rotation yielded three interpretable factors which

were used to develop the final fonn were:
1.

General acceptance of females as managers.

Persons

who soored lCJN an this factor perceived waren as less

capable than men

m t:.enrs

of behaving responsibly 1

ci>jectively and ccrrpetatively; less capable than m:m

in leaming managerial skills 1 gave waren lCJN preference
for participating in managenent prograrrs and finally 1
view waren in management as being out of role.

High

soorers indicated a male-female equality in management
behaviors.
2.

Feninine barriers.

Persons who soorerl low an this factor

tended to attribute female ineffectivness in management
situations to fE!!lal.e biological role (menstration arrl
pregnancy).

High scorers did not perceive biological

difference as a particular prablen far waren in managerrent.

3.

Manager descriptive traits.

traits ascribed to managers.

These were personality

Persons woo scored lc:M

ten::led to view waren as n:massertive, nanart'bitious,

noncx:npetative, all of which are viewed as required of
successful managers.
vi~

On the other hand, high srorers

wanen as capable on all the relevant managerial

persanality traits.
It was the expectation, in this stl.Xly, that this survey
(WAMS) would identify persoos with unfavorable and favorable
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stereotypic images of wcmen in nanagement.

Persons sooring in

the above and belc:w the top and lx>ttan 30th percentiles of the
WAMS were tentatively identi.fierl as having favorable ani

unfavorable expectatials tcMard wc:rren in managercent respectively.
All subjects were debriefed about the exper:iment' s purpose
and thesis after sufficient data was ci>tained for statistical

evaluation.
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RESULTS

A three way analysis of variance was perfonned on the
factors sex of applicant, attittrle t:Glard waren managers, and
A repeated rreasure was used on the quality

quality of infat:maticn.
of infonnatian factor.

Data fran 28 subjects was utilized in

the statistical analysis.

'!be independent arrl crossed factors

(sex of applicant X attitude t:Glard waren} had seven subjects

in each cell.

Seven analyses were perfo:rned, one on each manage-

nent din'ension (i.e. dec'i siveness, leadership ability, decisionmaking ability, ooordinating ability, inteJ:persanal skills and

overall potential) plus an analysis an a sunmed total of all

tte management dimensions.

In acXlitian a Chi Square statistic

was used to evaluate preference in hiring by any sex of applicant

arx1 attitule cx:xrbinaticn (i.e. favorable attitude-female ratee,

unfavorable attitude-female ratee, favorable attitude-male ratee,
arrl unfavorable attittrle-male ratee}.

Effect of Sex of Applicant X Attittrle Towal:d vanen in .Managerrent
Quality of Infonnation.

The major hypothesis speculated quality of infonnation would

effect a change in rating for a fenale for a managenent position.
Catparisans were to be made against an equivalent male applicant.
Furt:b:mTDre, initial attitude t:Glard waren in managenent positions
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was measured.

No changes were expected for the male applicant

across attitu:le or infonnation oonditions.

Ratings for the female

applicant would be c:xntingent upon initial attitude toward waren
in managerial positions plus the quality of information about
the female awlicant.
SUbjects with favorable atti 'b.rles tc:Mard waren in managerrent
were not expected to differ between their ratings of a fE!!ale

with ratings of a male applicant in both attitude conditions
t.c:Mard waren across both infonnation carxlitians.

highly unfavorable attitu:les

"Were

SUbjects with

expected to rate a female

applicant significantly lower than the male applicant conditions
an:1 the female ratee evaluatei by persons with highly favorable

attitudes t.c:Mard waren when ratings were based on biographical
information.
When rating behavioral infonnation, the unfavorable attitude

cxn:lition rating the female applicant srould have fourrl no
significant differences between the other irrlependent factor
corrli.tions even though the female applicant cxmdi.tion rated by
subjects with unfavorable attitu:les may tend to be rated slightly

higher.
These hypothesized findings require an examination of
three way interaction.

Ckll.y one significant three way interaction

was found in the seven analyses of variance.

This interaction

resultei with respect to the clinension of interpersonal skills
(F

= 4.36:

df

= 1,24:

p £..OS).
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Intel:personal Skills.

These results of this statistical test

famd several points both ccnforming to arrl oonflicti.ng with the
major

hypothes~.

No statistical differences were fourxl between

attitude oorrlitians for the male applicant at either biographical

or behavioral conditicns.

The highly favorable/condition did

not significantly differ between btfonnation conditions for the
male applicant.
applicant.

Significant differences were fourrl for the female

Significant differences were fotmd for the female

applicant between attitude c:xniitions at the biographical
CX>J'Xli.tion (F

= 6.2S;

df • 1,24; p L .01).

(The exact nature of

these differeoces will be explained later in the textJ

Finally,

oo significant differences ~ared for the fenale applicant when

both attitude canditians rated behavioral infonnation.

These

preceding :results correspond to the predicted effects.
Evidence oontracy to the predicted results occurred in
evaluations of both the male and female applicant.

Ratings of

the male applicant sl'lc:Med significant differences between information

condi.tioos for subjects with highly mrfavorable attitudes tc::Mard

females (F = 4. 34; df = 1, 24; p ' • OS) .

Behavioral ratings

significantly increase over biographical ratings for the male
applicant (F = 4.3S; df = 1,24; p L .OS).

Similar trend was

found for the female applicant rated by subjects with highly
favorable attitudes tcMard females in that, ratings on biographical
infonnation was rated significantly la..-er than the behavioral
information (F = 14.09; df = 1,24; p <.OS).
Figure 1 below provides a schf!llatic representation of all
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the ~man attitude X sex of applicant a:mditions plotted across

infonnation cxmdi tions fran Table 1.
are difficult to explain.
the applicant.

The contrary findings

No differences were predicted for

In addition, the highly tmfavorable, not

.

favorable subjects were predicted to rate the female applicant
significantly lo-Jer at the biographical cx:mdition.
FIGURE 1 .

Interpersonal Skills Di.rrension of ~an Ratings
of Sex of Applicant by Attitude Condition Tc:Mard
W:JTen in Managen=nt Across Information Conditions.

5.51

+Female Applicant
Favorable Attitude

s.o
Evaluation
Rating
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Attitude

4. 5+
I

4. 0-t
-t'

/

*Ma.le Applica"'lt
Favorable Attitude

3.5 ~

3. 0-+

-Male Applicant
Unfavorable
Attitude

*

o.o

Biographical

Behavioral

Information Condition
To s~rize, the follCMing results were found with respect

to the interpersonal skills three way interaction:
1)

No significant differences between attitude X sex of
applicant ccnditions were found at the behavioral
corx1ition as hypothesized.
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TABLE 1
Mean

Evaluations and Standard Deviations of Interpersonal

Skills Dinens!on by Ratee InfoiJllation and Attitlrle Condition

INFORMATICN

Behavioral

Biographical

Attitude Favorable

Unfavorable

Favorable

-

s

-

~.00

1.41

4.57

1.27

l.ll 14.57

.97

5.00

1.00 4.86

: Ratee

-

s

Male

4.28

.94

Female

3.71

X

X

..

:~

.

X

s

Unfavorable

-

X

s

4.71 1.25·
.89
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2)

The highly favorable arrl unfavorable attitu:ie conditions

significantly differP.d for the fema.Je applicant at the
biographical cooditions with the favorable oor.dition
rated significantly lower than the mfavorable oondition.
'rt'le.se fintings were in cxntradicti.on to th~ hypothesis.
3)

Ratings for the female awlicant by subjects with

unfavorable attitudes did not significantly differ fran
the male rated by both attitude oonditions when

biographical infonnatian was evaluated.

These results

oontradict the predicted effects.
4)

Ratings based an behavioral infonnation significantly

increased over the biographical oondi tion for subjects

with highly 'l.mfavorable attitudes rating a male
applicant and for the subjects with highly favorable
attit:Wcs rating a fanale applicant.

These results were

not predicted by the major hypothesis.
Al t:OOugh this stu:iy was primarily concerned with examining

the interacticm between sex of applicant, attitude tn.larO. wcnen

in managenent am quality of infonnation, a further examL'lation
of the statistical analysis cculd provide sore interesting results
for the discussion section of this study.

Therefore, the results

of the statistical analysis for two way interactions arrl mrin
effects will be presented.
Effect of Sex of Applicant X Infonnatian
A significant tw way interaction 't.as expected to errerge in
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this factor <X'Ili:>inatioo acoording to the major hypothesis.

The

female applicant \~ expected to be rated significantly lCMer
than the male applicant an biographical ratings.

HCMever, no

significant differences were expected between the male and ferrale
cg>licant an the behavioral ratin:Js.

Again, only one significant

interaction was found in the seven analysis of variance.
anerged in the analysis of the leadership dilrension (F

df

= 1,24;

'lhis

= 10. 73;

p (. .01).

leadership.

Supportive evidence for the oonceptual ro.JPOthesis

was found in two areas of the leadership analysis.

No

significant differences were fomxl for the male applicant between
infonnation canditians.

In addition, the male ar£1 female applicant

did not significantly differ at the behavioral oondition.

Finally4

a significant increase was expected for the female applicant in
the behavioral rating over the biographical rating.

This effect

did errerge (F = 15.24; df = 1,24; p ( .01).
In reference to addi tianal evidence needed to support the

major thesis, cxnflicting results were found.

The male and female

were expected to significantly differ on the biographical ratings.
In fact, no significant differences were fourxl between the male

and fsnal.e applicant at the biographical c:ondi tion.
To surmerize the evidence with respect to the leadership

dimension, considering the lack of statistical significance
be~ the

male

am.

feuale applicant at the biographical oondi tion,

definate support of the major hypothesis cannot be stated.
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TABLE 2

Mean evaluations and standard deviations of the leadership
D:imension stl'IITed across attitu:le conditions by information
oond.ition and sex of ratee.
Behavioral
Ratee

s

X

X

s

Male

3.92

1.14

4.14

1.07

Fenale

3.50

1.09

4.64

1.34

..
Effects of Attitme Toward \bnen X Information
According to the major thesis 1 a significant two way

interaction was expected for this factor canbination.

SUbjects

with favorable attittrles tcMard waren should have shown significantly higher rat.i.r¥]s than the unfavorable group at the biographical oarXiitioo.

Neither attitude oondition was e:xpect:ed to

differ fran each other when rating behavioral infonnation.

No

effects of this nature were supported by the analysis of variance.
Effects of Sex of Applicant X Attit\Xle Condition
Considering subjects with mfavorable attitudes were

predicted to rate the female cg>licant significanlly lower
at the biographical cxmditian and slightly higher at the
behavioral cxmditian than the other three attitlrle X sex of
~licant

oonditions 1 when the data is sumred across information,

oo significant interaction should errerge for ~..x of applicant
X attitude condition.

'!be statistical analysis of the managerrent

dinensions errlorsed the expected effects in that oo significant
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bK> way interactions for this factor catbination were found.

An additional statistical test was utilized to deterrn:i..ne

if a preference

in

hiring occured due to the subjects attittrle

t:.cMard wcrren in managerrent arXi the sex of the applicant.

A Chi

square statistic was used to test if any preference occurred.
The results of this test fourrl oo significant preference for a

nale or female applicant in either infonnation or attittrle ccndition.

Effect of Sex of Ag?licant
The male applicant was expected to be rated rrore

favorably than the female applicant when scores were surmed
across infonnatian conditians and attituie ccn:li.tions.

'Ihese

effects were not supported by any of the analyses of variance.
Effects of AttitOOe
'!he hypothesis of this stuiy did not expect significant

differences between attit.\Xie cx:mditions when s\.lit'lred across
the applicants' sex.

did oot

s.~

As e>epectec1, the statistical analysis

any significant differences betlVeen attitude

<Xll'Xlitians when soores were surmed across information cx:mditicns

arx1 applicants' sex.
Effects of Infonnation
Behavioral ratings'~ expected to increase significantly
over the biographical carx.lition.

'nle actual results for

significant findings are provided in the following table with
:respect to each managetOOnt cli.Irension fourrl with significant results.
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TABLE 3
Mean Competence Ratings, Standard Deviation
and F Value of Significance for the Biographical and
Behavioral ~onditions by Management Dimensions.
Dimension

Interpersonal
Skills
Leadership
Decisiveness
Decisionmaking
Overall

Bio_g:raJ2hical

Behavioral

-X

s

X

4.14
3.71
3.89

1.09
1.11
1.29

4.78
4.39
3.23

1.06
1.19
.95

14.09p<.Ol
10.75p<.Ol
4.14p<.05

3.69
4.21

1.37
1.17

3.00
3.87

1.15
1.09

4. 03p~. 05
5. 03E~· 05

F

s

The preceding table only displays those dimensions
that showed significant differences between the infermation conditions. However, as can be seen, interpersonal skills and leadership ability significantly increased across information conditions. These findings
conform to the expected effects.

On the other hand,

decisiveness, decision-making and overall ratings
significantly decreased across the successive infermation conditions.

These later findings appear to

contradict the expected increase across the information conditions.
Figure 2 provides a visual display of the mean
competence ratings by sex of applicant and information conditions summed across attitude across the
management dimensions cited in Table 3.

This fig-

ure provides data on the individual contribution of
both sex applicants summed across attitude conditions.
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FIGURE 2

Mean Catpetenoe Rating by Sex of Applicant arrl
Infonnation Corrlition Surmed Across Attitlrle
Conditions Across Five Managem:mt Dinensions
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I

Male Applicant Biographical Corrlition
Male At;plicant Behavioral Condition
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DISCUSSION

Several interesting findings to be discussed later in this
section
\tOTen

eme...~ed

in this study with respect to attitudes toward

in management, fenale applicants, and quality of jab

related information.

First of all, a differential evaluation

process was fomd for one of the requisite mana.ger.-ent di.nensions
in ratings of identical female applicants based on biographical

infonnation.

Significant differences occurred on ratings of

inteipersanal skills with the differences apparently dependent
upon initial attitude tp,lard

WCJOCm

in managenent.

Subjects with

favorable attitOOes toward waren in managenent (as defined

~,

scoring above the upper 30th percentile of the WAMS) rated the
f~e applicant significantly lc:Mer than subjects scoring belav

the lc:Mer 30th ~.roentile of tre WAMS (unfavorable attitude

oonditian) •
Secondly, quality of job related info.ITnation significantly
changed the evaluations of the applicants'.

With respect to

inte..z:personal skills, the significant differences between the
female applicants' (favorable arrl unfavorable attibrle oonditians)
based on biographical infonnatian

WP.n?

eliminate<: on ratings

based on behavioral infonnation.

It was also found that the ratings

of the female applicant, s'lJ'Cl'l'ed acros:; altitude, significantly

increased be~ the biographical to the behavioral carrli tion
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an evaluations of leadership behavio::-.

Finally, ratings base:l

on biographical info!lllaticn of decisiveness, decision-making
ability and

over~l

ability were fol.md to be significantly higher

than ratings based on behavioral infonnation when scores were

sumred across attittrle and sex of applicant.
This stuly was interested in examining three factors to
detenn:i.ne t.lleir effects.

Of initial inte:rest was if a differential

evaluation process was used for male an:l fenale applicants applying
for a managenent position.

Several stull.es (Fidell, 1971;

Goldberg, 1968; Mischell, 197 4) have ooted that females tended
to be rated significantly lc::Mer in cx:.tTpetency than equi.vilant

males in traditianal male occupations.

This study was interested

in determining if this pheix:ltena also existed for the traditionally
male occupation of managerrent.

Secxn:lly, attitude toward wc::nen in managenent was examined
for its effect on the evaluation of female applicants relative
to male applicants.

Coosidering attitudes toward any class of

people are variable, it was speculated that subjects with favorable
attittrles toward wc::nen in management would evaluate a female
~raxinately the

sane as the male applicant but significantly

higher than subjects with unfavorable attituies rating the female

applicant.

It was asstmed, since managenent is a male occupation,

that attittrles toward males would be generally favorable.
An attitu:le neasure designed specifically to tap attituies

tcward wcm:m in management was used to assess the attituie variable

fb.1ever, it only had relevance in conjtmctioo with evaluations
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of the female applicant even though subjects scoring alx>ve
the upper 30th percentile and bel.c:M the lower 30th percentile

an the attitude .measure (WAMS ) were selected for statistical
evaluation of the male applicant ratings.

It was previously

stated attitudes toward males were assurred to be favorable
cxmseguently, attitude toward waren in managenent had no predicted
effects to the evaluations of the male applicant except to
o:mtrol for any effects, if any, cancx:rnitant with the WAMS.
Finally, quality of job related infonnation was explored

to ascertain its effect on the evaluation process between male
and fenale applicants.

It was speculated that sterotypic expec-

tations would detemdne the relative level of favorability
toward managEm!l'lt behavior for identical male and female applicants
when ratings

were based on inforna.ti.on oot directly related to

a particular job position.
this oorditian.

Biogt:aphica.l infornatian canprised

However, specific jci> related infonnatian in

tenns of behavioral descriptions of managenent behavior would
eliminate stereotypic expectations for the male and female

applicants ani oonsequently eliminate any differences between the

sexes.

F\lrtherrrore, the infOII'llation oonditions presented the

applicants' as being of average ability.

This a:npetency level

was dnsen essentially for t\t.10 reasons:

(a) average ccrrpetency

would be the nost frequently enoountered by enployers, and
(b) outstanding waren have previously been found to be rated
s:JUi,vi.lant to male counteiparts (Pheterson et al, 1971).
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It was interesting that significant interactions occurerl in
the interpersonal skills and leadership dircensions.

Acrording

to Schein (1973) interpersonal skills are typically associated

with fenale stereotypic behavior while leadership is generally
cxnsidered a stereotypic male trait.

Perhaps relatively lower

rat.iDJg for a particular sex is rrore dependent upon whether the
rater believes the behavior should be cultivated in the ratee's
sex rather than believing the ratee, due to their rrerrbership of
a class, is inferior.

For exanple, typically males are reinforced

for lea:1ership behavior and thus would be expected to be nore
adept than females in ITOtivating arxl directing others.

On the

other hand, generally, females are expected to be highly developed
in interpersalal behavior since, traditi.anally, a fenale has
been rewarded far her ability to urderstand others feelings, be

intuitive, CXJnSider others attitudes, etc.

Schiens (19 7 3)

findi.ngs are useful for e>cpl.aining the findings of this st\rly with
respect

to leckiership and interpersonal skills.

In reference to the statistical analysis of the leadership dinension it was fourd that ratings of the female applicant,
sumed across attitwe, significantly increaserl between biographical
arxl behavioral ratings arxl oo differences were found between

the sexes on behavioral information.

This appears to Sl.J!Jgest

behavioral infonnation has a significant inpact in eliminating
stereotypic expectations suggested in Schein's (1973) stu:ly that
females are rot capable of leadership behavior.

HCMever, there

is a pr:d:>lem with the statistical findings of these interaction
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effects.

Attitu:ie tcward wcmm in managenent had no effect on

ratings of the fsnale awlicants.

It was predicted that subjects

with high expectations (favorable attitudes) for fenale managers
would rate the female approximately the sarre as a male applicant

on bi.ogra{:hical infornatian and subjects with unfavorable attitude
would rate the fenale significantly laoler than the other attitude
X sex cxmdi.tians.

The actual findings that attitude tcMard waren

in management had no significant effect were surprising especially
since the attitu:ie neasure in:lWed iterrs about the leadership
potential of waren.
'lbere seens to be two feasible explanations for the lack

of significant effects of atti.t00e in the statistical analysis.
()1e

possible int&pretation is that the response to lea:lership

potential an the attitu:ie rceasure am an the exper:inental rating
fOJ:Jn were based on different definitions of leadership.

For

exanple1 the subjects may have defined leadership differently
than the operational definitian used in the experinental rating

fom.

It is difficult to speculate exactly \ttlat factors guided

a favorable or l.mfavorable response to leadership on the attitude
survey 1 however 1 in ccntrast to the experinental setting, an opera-

tional definition was oot provided.
Another explanation is that based on the female applicants
average qualifications the subject with favorable attitl.rles tc:Mard
waren in managerrent may have perceived that the female applicant

had oot engaged in a sufficient nun'ber of leadership experienres

to be able to cultivate the ability to direct and rcotivate others.
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As a cxmsequence of this perception, the subject prd:>ably rated

the fenale in acoordance with the traditional female stereotype.

Inplicit in this explanation is that the subjects considered the
traditional :reinforcatent (i.e. interpersooal skills} pattern
for females,

am

although they believed wcrren had the potential

for leadership, they did not believe this particular female
applicant had participated in enough leadership experiences to
cultivate leadership behavior.
This later interpretation seems to be the IIDSt realist
explanation especially when the statistical analysis at each
information c::on:li.tian is reconsidered.

The female applicant

terXled to be rated l.cMer than the nale applicant in the biog:raprical oor:di.tion.

F\lrthenrcre, the male applicant, when sunmed

across attituie, did not significantly increase between the
infoiiratian CXll'Xlitians in cxmtrast to a significant increase
between the sucoessive infcmnation ccn:litians for the female

applicant.

'lbese findings tend to suggest the male applicant was

not perceived as deficient as the female in leadership ability,
perhaps because males are generally expected to be reinforced

for leadership in other situations than a work or accrlemic
enviorrurent.

In cdditian these f.irx:lings also suggest behavioral

infoz:matian did not significantly effect stereotypic expectations
for the male as it did for the female applicant.
With respect to incerperscnal. skills, Schein's (1973}
f.irx:lings also lerrl support to an explanation of the statistical
results.

Essentially, the analysis fo'Ul'rl inverse effect to the
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predicted results in the biographical cxmdi. tion for the female
~licant

by subjects with favorable attitu::les tcMard wanen in

management.

~~

later fi.rxli.ngs tend to suggest subjects with

favorable attituies t:c:Mard wcnen in managerrent consider female
managers to be lacking in interpersCilal skills.

It is also inter-

esting that the male cg>licant (both attitude ccnditions t:.cMard
waten

in management) did oot tend to be rated as lew as the female

rated by subjects scoring in the upper 30th percentile of the
WAMS.

Altha.tgh attitu:ie ta-tard men in managsnent was not nea.sured,

it was assurced that the male

~licant

would receive approximately

the sarre level of rating as the female applicant evaluated by
subjects with favorable attituies t:cMards warren in managenent.
'fuese finlings, that females applying for managerial positions

are expected to lack interpersooal skills, may have just as
unfavorable inpact as traditicmal sterotypes could be tcMard
other requisite dlaracteristics for management positions.
In continuing the examination of the atti tu1e neasure,

altl'x>ugh the attitu:ie rceasure did not directly neasure intei:personal
skill, it did tap attit\.De tcMard the females potential for .
aggressive

am

cuupetative behavior.

Persons who score high on

the scale view waren as capable of aggressive arrl cx::ttpetitive

behavior (Peters et al, 1974).

'lhese high scorers constituted

the favorable attitude c:::oOOition in this study.

H.cwever,

aggressiveness and cx:rrpetativeness tend to .i.nply behavior Jmltually

exclusive of interpersonal skill.

For exarcple, aggressiveness

arXl catpetativeness inply abrasiveness, manipulation and perhaps
•
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treating peq;>le as objects •

On the other hand, interpersonal skill,

by definition, is the ability to oonsider others feelings, values

am

attitudes. _Treating people as d::>jects and considering others

feelings seen to be opposite behaviors.

Therefore, if the subjects

did perceive waren in or applying for managenent J:X>Sitions as
generally

treati.D"J persoos as objects, it seem; reasonable that

they would oot rate females particularly high on interpersonal

skills.

Furthentm'e, this explanation, in amjunction with the

results of this study, tends to suggest an a;IUally detrinental
ster:eotype exists for fsnales by perscns with favorable attitwes
tcMarrl wcrnen in managem:mt as neasured by the WAMS.

With respect to the analysis of interpersonal skills, the
findings t:.enJed to cxnfinn that sterotypes influence evaluations
based oo biographical data, hc:Mever, behavioral information

afforded equivilant evaluations across sex of applicant ani
attit\Xle cx:nli.t:i.an.

'!he statistical results slDNed no significant

differences bebEen attitude cx:nnitions for both male and female
~licant. s

The llDSt outst.arrli.ng change across the sucessive

infomatian oonditions occured for the female

~licant

rated

by subjects sooring in the upper 30th percentile of the WAMS

in that these ratings significantly increase between the biographical to the behavioral ccrditian.

Furthernore, this sex

of awlicant X attitt'rle condition tende:l to be rated slightly
higher than the female applicant rated by subjects in the la-Jer

30th percentile and the male applicant (both attitt'rle oorrlitians
tcMarrl wcrnen in managenent) even though the results were not
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significantly different.

'lhese later fim.ings terrl to suggest

a contrast effect fran initial expectations.
Contrast

ef~ects

are characterized by an urrler or over

estimation of an even or point (Holmas

&

Berkc:Mi tz, 1961) • A

psydlological discrepancy arises between the expecterl event ani
the actual event.

Consequently, the person is forced to resolve

this discrepancy.

~ whether

the subject views the discrepant

infonnation as positive or negative taYard the particular
situation will deteJ:mine if the event is underestimated or
overestimated.
In reference to this study, the behavioral infonnation

for interpersalal skills was prci>ably perceived as positive
toward managerial effectiveness for the fenale applicant in

both attituie canditicns. Due to the fim.ing that both cxmditions
~to

overestimate the point for eguivalent males.

Also, in that the female applicant also terxled to be rated slightly
nore cx:npetent in leadership than the male applicant, based on
behavioral infonnation reinforces the explanation that a positive

discrepancy occured due to behavioral infonnation with respect

to the female applicant.
The fim.ings of contrast effects are not particularly
smprising when leaming theory is used as an interpretation.
Often when indi.viduals are presented with oovel stimuli they
texx1 to overestima.te or underestimate their responses.

During

the leaming process, reinforOEIIellt and feedback are necesscu:y

so the subject can make the cq:.propriate adjustment in their
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response then eventually make an accurate response to the
stirm.tl.i.

'!his occurs when all the relevant information about

the stimuli is i.I)tegrated (Keller, 1969) •

Since the subjects

in this study were presented with oovel st:inuli, (i.e. behavioral
infonration) prd:>ably for the first t.i.ne, this would be carparable
to the initial trails

in the learning process.

Considering

expectations for females are generally negative in the
l.ecdership and interpersonal skills dinensions (specifically
the favorable attitOOe condition), the novelty of the behavioral

infoxmatian, subjects probably overestimated the females 1
ability, relative to the males' , due to a large input of
infonnation which was favorable toNard the jab specifications.
Ccnsistant cbservation with reinfo:rcerrent and feedback would
prcbably eventually slxM equivilant ratings of behavioral
infoxmatioo for male and fenal.e applicants.

But equivilant

evaluations for equiv.ilant behavior is the ideal.

Unfair

discrilni.natoJ:y biases and expectations have been operative and

have been reinforced for a considerable period of t:i.ne.
~t

is in'portant is to fi.rxl a process which could assist

in reeducating individuals on a wanan 1 s potential.

Behavioral

infcmna.tioo appears to allc:M the recognition of a wanan 1 s
capabilities and may be helpful as a source of information in
a releam.ing process.
Lack of statistically significant three way interactions

and/or amflict.:i.n:J main effects to the expected results in
the analysis of decisiveness, decision-making ability, c:x:>ordinating
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ability, overall potential and the sumed total of all the
managerent dimensions are difficult to explain.

The thesis of

this stujy speculated the fenale applicant receiving ratings by
subjects with unfavorable attitudes woold be rated significantly
l.c:Mer than all other sex of applicant X attitude conditions in

the biographical coodition.

COnsidering that the predicted

effects were not found, again it is necessaxy to reexamine the
attitu:le survey.
In reviewing the i ten cootent of the WAMS (Apperrlix C)

there arpear to be no itens assessing attitu:le t.cMard

WCJPal1' s

potential decisiveness, decision-making ability or ooordinating
ability.

'nlerefore, the WAMS was rot capable of directly

identifying arXi predicting the sterotypic attitu:les, favorable
or unfavorable, for these characteristics.

Furthemore, a

further exaninatian of the survey's iten oontent (attitudes
t:cMard biological barrierS 1 leadership 1 responsibility 1 learning

ability, aggressiveness and coupetativeness} provides limited

sources to infer a wanan' s expected capacity for decisiveness,
decisiatHDaking ability, cocmti.nating ability arrl overall
potential.

In future stuties of this nature, it is suggested

that traits relevant to the exper.imental materials be measured

oo the attit\Xle survey.
In referenre to the significant decrease between the

biological and behavioral oondition of decisiveness, decisionnaking ability and overall potential, Figure 2 indicates the

ferale applicant terrled to have nore of an inpact on the significant
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decrease for decisiveness 'and · decision-making ability, with the
behavioral carrlition in an:1 ·of itself ccntr:ibuting to the decrease

.
for overall potential ratings.
The overall rating is difficult to interpret mainly because
this dimension is a ·totiil.. fotQh1.\1.1managanent -dinensions and

is difficult to align to arry.

sex::s~type.

HCMever, it· is

interestilxj that the female applicant t.errled to be rated high~
than the male applicant in both the biological arxi behavioral

oorxlition.

It seems possible that a separate group of managercent

cha.racterlstics nay tend to effect the overall potential rating
for female applicants than male applicants.

Future stuties

nay wish to explore this possibility.
The fi.Ixiings of the decisiveness and decisi.a:Hnak:ing
\

dinension, although the male and female do not significantly
differ in the behavioral caxli.tion these fi.Ixiings do rot corresD.le to ccntrast effects, it was

p:nl to the predicted effects.

pmdi.cted the female

~licant

.
would be found to be rated slightly

higher than the male applicant.

'lbis

~d

be found due to a

slight decrease in ratilxjs by subjects rating a fe:rale with a
favorable attittrle arrl a significant increase :in ratings of
the female applicant by subjects with unfavorable attitu1es.
I

It is interesting that Schein's (1973) sttdy also noted

decjsiveness cm1 decision-making ability were strmgly associated
with male behavior.

'!his stmy foum ·.ratings of the female t

awlicant in the decisiveness and deci sion-mak:i.DJ. ability .tend
to cxmtribute the nost to the significant decrease betwoon ratings
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of the biographical CCildition to the behavioral infonnation
cxnlitian even though the rrale and female applicant did not

significantly differ :in the later infonnation condition.

Again,

atti.tu:ie CXll'Xli.tian d:i.d not significantly effect rati.I'K]s of the
'!his tends to suggest the subjects had a

female applicant.

higher standard for the female awlicant in decisive'''less and

decision-making ability while the subjects tended to be nore
lenient in j \Xlgin] decisiveness an1 decision-making ability for
nale applicants.

Considering that these two dirrensions are

CXXlSi de%ed to be nnre highly associat:a:1 with males (Schein, 1973) ,

again it seems possible the subjects may assurre

traditional

reinforcenent pattenls for both sexes such that, even though
the male may oot realily dE!YDilStrate his ability, he is prd:>ably

still peroeived as fairly adept :in these two dirrensians.
However, the traditional reinforcenent pattern for females does

oot inclu:3e decisiveness and decision-making ability.

Therefore,

even tln1gh the fercale did dem:mstrate sene ability in both these
dirrensicns, it was not sufficient to overcx:me or cx:mtrast the
female stereotype.

cne

final cannent nust be made with respect to the findings

of the leadership deminsion and the ratings of the female
applicant en decisiveness and decision-making ability.

Acoording

to Sc:OOin (1973) all three are typically associated with male
behavior., yet the female applicant appeared to cx:mtribute the
largest ar:our:. t to the increase between the biographical and
behavioral con:1i tian, while the female cq:.plicant also appears
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to cxmtribute the greatest arrount to the decrease between the
successive information conditions for decisiveness and decisionnaki.ng ability.

'!be :interpretations above for the findings

of leadership and deciveness and decision-making ability with
J:eSpeCt to the infonnation oondi. tians appear to oontradict each

other.

liowever 1 a reexamination of the experinental materials

offer sore insight.

'!be behavioral descriptions (Appen:li.x A)

oote the applicants leadership ability " ••• slightly outnumbered

his/her \l;eaknesses 1" while decisiveress

arrl decision-making

ability respectively SU'l'lrerized the applicant's abilib.J " ••.
as st.rar¥:J po:ints equalled

his/her

nore weaknesses than strengths" •

weak points" 1 and " ••• slightly

According to the hypothese of

this study 1 the leadership sumnacy prd:>ably oontrasterl the ferrale
stereotype while decisiveness and decision-naki.ng ability were
probably assimilated.

Altlx>ugh the intent of this stl.rly was

to present an overall average applicant, the irrlividual behavioral

sumnaries did vaxy to a slight degree with little consideration
given to the summ:y statenent of a particular dinension and hew
the clinension re-lated to typical sex stereotypes.

'!his factor

sOOuld probably be cansid~ in future studies of this nature.
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There seens to have been sene difficulty in finding results
cx:ngruent with the predicted bypotheses.

Scire prd:>lens were

experienced in regard to the experinental setting which may
have contributed to the lack of significant three way interaction
eff ects.

Furtl'lernnre, there is ~ evidence to suggest the a

attitme neasure was insufficient for the needs of this stl.rly.

With respect to the experimental oontext, many subjects
would not respond to the rating fonn or becarre anxiouz about
the experinental fonnat (i.e. in-basket).

Vllen the rating was

oot CXJtpleted, many subjects noted they neede:l an inter..riew to
be able to accurately evaluate b"le applicant.

This response

terxied to suggest these subjects wanted personal experience
wit.i-} the applicant prior to evaluating the applicant • s suit-

ability.

Even though this stOOy attenpted to simulate the organiza-

tiooal CXDtext (i.e. presenting the rrenos as written by a supervisor
requesting a wr:itten evaluation) , as :irrlicated by the subjects •
cxxruents, there was sare justification for the lack of responses

(i.e. personal interview) especially in the biographical COD:lition.
other subjects perceived the in-basket exoercise as a

"test" of their ability to juige infomation.
one male subject becarrc so anxious abot:.t the

Specifically,
11

test" that he

refused to catplete tre exercise after resporrli.ng to only two
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rreros even after he was told no one but the experirrentor would

see the results.
Finally, several subjects failed to perceive the applicants'
sex.

Great effort was made to place the

~licant's narre

in

strategic positions on the rating fonns, fonns anJ information
sheets.

'!he failure to perceive the sex of the applicant may

i.rrlicate these subjects did rot perceive sex as relevant to the
dematXis of the task.

On the other hand, it may rrean the subject

evaluated the exper:i.m:mtal materials with little consideration.
Rather than second guess the subjects' m:>tives, all resp:mses

of this nature were exclmoo fran statistical analysis.

To

eliminate the netlxxiological problens of this study fran future
stOOies of this nature, a rore apprax.:i.mate simu.lation of

selectioo situatians should be used.
'!he attibxie neasure also prOOably oontriliuted to the lack

of

.significant three way interactions hypothesize:! by this stooy.

It was noted in the discussion

section that the WAMS did not

neasure attitu:ie toward waren managers' interpersonal skill,
decisiveness or decision-making ability.

Therefore, the rreasure

was insufficient for directly prerlicting attitooes tnlards these

d:inensions.

In adli.tian to the WAMS insufficient i tern sarrpling,

the measure generally ~ to be unable to predict attitooe
toward relevant management characteristics exclusive of interpersonal

skills.

The WAMS seemed to primarly ~lore attittrle tcward

characteristics which were generally assum:rl to limit wc:m:m
fran nanagerrent positions (i.e. fema.le barriers and acceptance
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of wc::mm in managerrent).

Furthernore, attitlrle tc:Mard managerial

traits in fenales were oot sufficiently represenced in the WAMS
in kind to predict attitude ta-lard relevant managerial character-

istics defined by this st\Xiy.
It seems attitude tcMard factors traditionally limiting wanen
fran entering management positions do oot generalize to the
ratings of re;ruisite managerial characteristics.

This appears

to CXllltradict Misdleil' s (1974) thesis that sex discrimination
mirrors the prcbability for success in a particular situation.
Discrind.natioo, acoording to this study appears to be rrore deperxient
dependent on the perorived ability to perfcmn the requisite

dlaracteristics of the jd:> and hcJ..l these dlaracteristics relate
to traditional sex stereotypes.
devel~
\tt1CilEn

Future sttrlies may wish to

or utilize attitude neasure which assess attit.ude tarcrrd

in requisite managenent characteristics.

'1be findings of this study suggests, in spite of the rece."lt

inroads by

feminist~,

stereotype exists for

ware11

a different type but equally negative
participating in managemmt positions

and discrimi.natian still tends to exist, corresponding to traits
~t>ically

associated with each se.x.

In ad:liti.on, beha·vioral

descripticms tend to nediate discrimi.nation through assimilation
and o:mtrast effects plus this k:i.n:l of irifonnation seers to be

a valuable resource for developing and m:xiifying expectations

associate:i with female behavior.
With respect to the stereotype for female mcu-1agers, attitude

had a significant effect an the expectation basa:l an biographical
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(resune) information for the female applicant.

Ha.rever 1

behavioral infonnatian eliminated discriminato:r::y effects.
'Jhis cxmclusian .i:_s cg>licable to the findings of interpersonal

skill ratings.
Behavioral infonnatian allc:Ms a rrore variable representation
of both the male and female applicants' ability instead of a
CXI'lStant expectation across all managenent dircensians (see
Figure 2).

This behavioral infonnation tends to slnol ratings

cx:mgruent with sex stereotypes (i.e. the female
~-9ted

t:endi.n:J to

be

lower than the male on decisiveness arrl decision-making

ability) even though no significant differences were found.

'!his sug;Jest the female applicant behavior was assimilated into
lew expectations.

~ver 1

the behavioral infonnation can provide

relevant infox:mati.cn sufficient to create a contrast to sex
stereotypes as suggested by the rating of interpersonal skills

of the female applicant by subjects with 'W'lfavorable attitudes
arx1 the lea3ership rati.B1 of ~ female applicant (see Figure 1).
The results of this stu:ly terK1s to suwort the work of

both Pheterson et al (1971) an:1 Clifford et al (1972) with

respect to elepeCt.ianal females or females shewing behavioral
atypical for their sex t:endi.n:] to be rated higher than ~valent
JMl es.

This was fourrl in the leadership dircension.

'1hi.s study

also S\JRX)rts Druckers' s (197 3) firxli.ngs that behavioral evaluations

eliminate se..'< discrimination.

Specifically 1 this study fotmd

behavioral infonnatian eliminate:l the differential rating of the
female applicant between attitude corrlitians on ratings of
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interpersonal skills.

In spite of the metlxxlological pitfalls 1 the insufficient

attitooe survey

~d

lack of consideration given to rna.nagerrent

characteristics arrl how

~

relate to sex stereotypes 1 a note-

worthy inplication energerl in this study.

It seems that behavioral

infomation as derived fran assessrrent centers prci:>ably provide'
fenal.es with nore objective evaluations relative to evaluations
based oo

reswnes.

'!be traditional findings of androcentric

biasfn3 1 (i.e. the perception that waren are inferior to nen)
plus stereotypic expectations of female managers appear to be
eliminated an certain managanent dimensions.

This evaluation

process 1 based on behavior descriptions of relevant managerrent
characteristics 1 terrls to ailCM the recognition of a females
}:X>tential in rnanage:rent positions acconling to her actual abilities

rather

female.

than aexx»:dinq to cultural expectations associated v;ith

Furthel:nore 1 this jnplies assessrrent center infonnatia1'1

may be a viable resoorce for organizations desiring to recognize
and develop waren for managerrent behavior with the ultimate objective

being to p:ratote these waren into managerial positions.
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Xbis exercise is a pilot study to determine the kinds and
the way indiTiduals make judgements in exercises vhich are used
to eY&luate managerial potential and to develop training programa tor managers.

You are asked to assume the role of a hypo-

thetie&l manager and respond as if you
particular situation.

Cb&nge it.
~ter

tbat person in a

Please start from the beginning then work

toward the back reapoDdiac
you have responded to a

~ere

to each item as you come to it.

specifi~

memo, please do not go back and

Please turn to the instructions (next page) and

readinc them, precede

~th

Once

the exercise.
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J.ASOH 1 S DEP.ARTMENT STORE

EXERCISE INSTRUCTIONS
•or this exercise, consider youraelt Bill Jacoba. You have
juat been proaot~ Crom your position as the Operating Manager at
Jason•a Department Store in Orlando, Florida to Aasia~ant store
M&A&ger poai tion 1D the cb&1JI.1.a Ta~~pa •~ore.
Jaacn 1 a ~aa cbala eC stores operating in Florid&, southern
Alabama, and Georgia tbat catera to higher income ouatomera. It is
pri.arily eucac•d in aelling aeCt gooda auch as clothes and linens
but alae has large depar'-aata ••11lac Curniture, stereos and tele•
Tiaion aeta. Two oC Jaaon 1 a .anageaent personnel in the Tampa
•t•c•, Donald Smith and Gary &rimea, have leCt the company &Cter
g1Tinc ahort notice to join another Cira which is opening a nev
atore in toWD. This leaves two openings, the Operating Manager
and the Uaiatant Store Manager. You have been broughtin to Cill
the Assistant Store Manager position becauae oC your good work
record with the co~any and because oC your experience as an
Operatina Manager. The nev Operatinc Manager will not arrive
Cor three weeks anc1 you will have to handle aome oC his work
until he arrives.
M Operating Jl&,nqer at the Qrlanc:lo atore you have been
very buay an4 have not been able to cet away to handle the duties
oC your new job. Your duties aa Operating Manager were 41recting
operating and non-selling aervicea such aa maintainance, loading
and atoras• oC marcbandiae, receiving and pricing oC merchandise
Cor retail depart nta, and a~or• protection and s~y. You had
control over ezpeDditurea Cor repairs on the building. You arranged
Cor delivery oC erohan~•• to customers. You resolved complaints
Croa cuatoaers in reCerence to your services. Finally, you Dade
recommendation• to personnel to hire needed employ••• Cor your
various departments.

you are now at yeur new oCCioe in Tampa Cor the Cirst time
to try to clear up any a&tters that need your immediate attention.
Tod.ay ia June 8 aDd a Sunday and the store of'Cicea are oloaed..
Tbe t~ ia ~a)O in the &Cternoon and the store closes at ,,)o
aDd you auat leave at that tiae. You will have to be in orlando
on MoD4ay and TUesday, June 9 and 10 to report on the ooat oC
reaodelinc the orlando store at a aeeting with higher management
and will not be able to returtt to your new of'Cioe until Wed.aesday,
June 11 •

•

Tbe store o£1'ioes are closed, the Ciles are looked, and you
can 1 t reach anyone by phone. You have a pile of papers in the inbasket which require special ttention. You have one hour to take
care oC any problems which the materials present. Please indicate on eaoh item why you are taking the steps and follow any
instructions the memos ~ive, ~ite do~~ everything you decide
or do. Make memos to youraelt, draCt letters Cor your secretary
to type and complete forms.
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Jason's Department Store, Tampa Florida
~bnthly Sales last Year (X$11')0,000)
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Store Staff

~ty

Schedule

Store staff members will work the following nights in June until 9:00p.m.:
Larry

non

Bovine:

Smith:

3, 9, 14, 19, 24, 28

4, 10, 16, 20, 25, 30

William Sharon:
Jotm Arts:

5, 11, 17, 21, 26

12

Edward Ollps:

6, 12, Vacation (15-29)

Gary Grimes:

2, 7, 10, 13, 18, 23, 27

Store

~taff

members will work the following Saturdays during the day:

Larry Bovine:

non

Smith:

None

28

William Sharon:

Edward CUlps:
r,ary Grimes:

7

14, Vacation (15-:9 '
21

·4JL,
. ~ 'J..t.., ~ JxL~ ~} ~~
8.rntJ ~· JJ._ ~{.)J.J.l,.
,X.o..FQ. ~

()&vr\

&rn:L

~ b

q-,

d ...N . ~G--"-~

~d.A.~
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Department Head Vacation Schedule
Non-Mdse. Depts.
Name

Vacation Times

Jotm Arts

J\.U\e 1-15

Jane Boswell

.July 6-13

La~

Bovine

April 6-20

Edward Culps

J\.U\e 15- 29

Brerda Dew

~1ay

Elmira Doss

J\.U\e 15-29

Jeff Ellis

June 9-14, August 9-23

Elmer Ford

!·1ay 3-1"'

Robert Forest

June 22-29, July 12-19, August 16- 23

Bill Foster

October 11-25

t4arv Green

~tay

Gohn Gribble

October 14-28

r-.ry

July 5-12, August Z-16

(;riiiM!S

3-17

6-20

Dave Johns

June 29-July 12

Oulrles Laws

July 6-20

John Lawson

April 15-29

Oulrles

~tann

June 1-15

Ed Mitchel

July 6-20, October 14-21

Betty Murphy

~lay

Bill Park

June 8-22

\iilliam Sharon

'tay 17 -June 1

Sally Short

July

Donald Smith

..~ugust 23-0ctober 1-l

Joe Stark

June 1-15

10-24

13-~7

llep •

.Jeff J!ll j s

Trainin~

PcrsoruJe 1 fi

- - -r-

-

f--

-

llcl ivcry
Oept.
.Joe Stnrk

Elmer Ford

qcpair l>ept.

Store ProtecDept.
r--- tion
RiJl Foster

I

,

I

"IJ

Receiving 6
Pricing Ocpt.
Jlave .Johns

Loading flock
Warehouse
Ri 11 Park

Dept.
.JoJm J.nwson
I

,;J

li~;~ i ntcnancc

""'rating

_flomld _Smi t_h

~

~

-

~~rJ ~

Personnt"J
larry Ravine

I ___

-

-

J

Jlepar bllent
'l:maP.t'rs

,....-

!

-

-J

'--

Advertising f,
Puhlic nelat.
.Jolm Arts

--- -- --

f.,J ttitchel

Oisplay Tleflt.

_:~h~!lrd ~Ips

-Hisplay •nd
vert ising ~'R,

r.ary fJr lllles
I

Wi 11 imn Sharon

'\tr.

~tore
~lanaRer

I
AssistAnt

'lcrcl""'li • i 1111

I

~-

'lllnafter
Ro~rt r-ores t

~tore

-

-

1-tann

-·

l.ay-Awa~
Dept.

___

Elmi rn floss

'-

f.h:n
... Jes t.nws

r.rro it Ot.,t.

Otarle~

C:rcd it ,._r.

I

1

-

-

-

l

Rrenda Dew

C:tsh Office

-·

--·

Ordering fi Inventory r.ontrn
Sally Short

Ret ty f.l1rphy

Payro 11 llcpt.

S.1les J\udit
Ocpt.
1-.lme Boswt" 11

- -----

Invoice Records
Dept.
r-Mnry Green

~

I

Store
r.ontroller
.John Gribb lt'

•

z
(')

H

...
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lltuR5 .

71

Hr. J&ooba,
Aa your new aeoretary, I am looking ~orvard to
&ad working ~th you. I baTe been working
Grimea ~or three year• nov and l.ike my job
Yery •uoh.

•eet~
~or Mr.

The ~ollovi.ng are aome things Mr. Grimes
was not able to complete before he left. I thought
you aigbt vaut to look at thea before you go to
orlando.

11111 be 1ookiq ~orwarcl to seeing yo-.·
when you return on w.anesday.
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JASON 1 S DEPARTMENT STORRS
INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM

14

Datec

Jl&y

To a

Gary Grimes

7roma

John Gribble

ve will have the use o£ the new computer replen~shment
ayatem as o£ the C~rst oC June. This system should
take much o£ the load otC oC the Orderin& Department and the
Receiving Department as the writing oC the actual orders will
be done by the computer and pricing will be done by the source.
The deadline tor having all orders sent Cor July receipt ~s
June 18. Inventory counts must be submitted to the Ordering
Department two working dAys prior to being sent to the computer
and the computer center requires two working days to write all
the orders. Inventory counts must thereCore be submitted Cour
days prior to the orderin8 deadline tor the next months receipts.
orderin~

The following departments are affected by this new system:
46~
All theso departments must turn in
their inventory counts before the deadline or the store will
have to vrite the orders itsel£. The computer is set up to
handle one aet ot data in a specific order so ~t one depart~ent does not aet its counts in, the store will have to write
orders tor all the departments.

12, 18, 23, 41, and
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JASOB 1 S DEPARTMENT STORES

XNTER

O~JICE

MBMORABDUM

Datea

May )0

Toa

Donald Smith, Operating Manager

rroaa

Joe Stark, Delivery Department Manager

Mr. Smith,
~ you kaov, ve are ahort two trucks until the nev trucks
come in July l•t. we are also short of men until ve can get
aome trained (about 2 weeks). With all this, ve have one big
additional problem, Jobn Monell He 1 a been over here ) or 4
times a week yelling hia head off about stuff getting delivere4
late, etc. In our pre•ent situation, ve 1 re lucky ve can deliver
at all. X1 ve already had one good man to quite because of Mr.
Monel arguing vith him. Tell him to run his own department and
atay the hell out of mine. I can 1 t afford to loae any more
men like Bill Lance.
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JASON 1 5 DEPAATHE!JT STORES
INTEn OFFICE !·lE1·% 01U,.'roU!·1

June 5
Bill Jacobs

..,

JTom:

Robert J'orest

Bill,
A• you mi~ht already know, Jason 1 s is ~oing to be openin~
a new store in ~ssimmee. Ye ha?e tilled many o£ the administrati?e pos i tions but still haTe to !ina someone to !ill the
Operating ~lanagera position.
Larry Bovine has only receivecl
one application and needs assistance in evaluating the applicant. Attached is a copy o! his resume and we need you to rate
him on some caaracteristics we !eel are necessary !or the job.
ve selected you tor t~s since you are gost familiar vith the
responsibilities and decands o! the Operating )!anagers position.
The kind or ratina you g i?e hi~ will determine whether he ~11
be inTited !or a personal interview, so it is important that
you make a decision with t~s information on each characteristic and oTerall.
The rating is needed imcediately so please
return the completcrat1nc to ce as soon as possible.
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PERS ON..U.

DATA

* )l&IDOt

Ad.droaaa

Marital Statuaa
nato ot Birtha
Plaoo ot Birth;

James H. Da-ria
1,04 North BUmby ATe•
Orlando, J'lorida
Siaglo
April 6 , 1948
Philadopb.ia, pennslyTania

BIGB SCHOOL IDORMATION
School &ACl
Looationa
Aotirtti•••
Claaa Stanclinca

Winter Park High Sohool
inter Park, Florida
Intramurals, Tennis, Srillllld.ng
Student Go-rornmont-troasuror
106 in a olass ot 250

COLLBGB IHFORMATXON
School an4
Uni-rorsity ot South Florida
Location a
Taapa, Florida
Major Intereata
auainoas ~niatration
Minor Intoroata
ioonomios
percentage ot total oxpensos earn~t 2~
Aotirttioaa
Intramurala, Mombor ot the auainosa Club
Member ot Uni-reraity Center Aotirtty BOard
Soholaatio
(A•4.00) GPA: o-rorall-2.7' major-2.60
Claaa standing-2nd· top quartile
s ta~~clina a
D. .rooa
a.s. suain••• Admin1atrat1on-June, 1970
BUSINBSS EXPEJUKNCB
1968-1970
1970-1973
1973-197,

Mathews Dopart•ont Store, Tampa, Florida
Shoo Department part•time.
Balberataa Company, Tampa, Florida
TV and Stereo Full-time Comm1asion sales.
L&iag 1 a Dopartaent Store, orlando, Florida
Dopart. .nt Manager Sm&ll APpliances.

IHTBRSSTS .IJlD ACTIVITiiS

Classical auaic. Jnjoy sailing, skiing and
tennis when time per.tta.

*

Janet N. Davis substituted to indicate female applicant
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JASON'S DEPART:iENT STORES
PERSO::illEL DEPAR'n·lEI'-'T
Please write the nuaerical rating tor the applicant in
apace to the le~t of the characteristic.

*

POSITION a

Operatins ?-lanager-Kis&iJmDee, Florida

NA..~&

James N. Davis

the

Scale a

4

1

Adequate

Average

6

5
Competent

outstanding

Decisiveness: The ability to cake decisions where
decisions are called tor.
Decison-making Abil~: The ability to draw conclusions
on ihformation and · ect actions in light of these
conclusions with foresight of the possible effects on
the organi~ation.
Coordinating Abilities: The ability to organize and
plan work loads in an efficient manner.
Leadership Abilities: The ability to motivate others,
ueiegate responsihi1It,, and have others look fer
directions from this person.
Interpersonal Skillsa The ability to tolerate strees,
to consider others feelings, values and attitudes. The
ability to communicate clearly with others.
overalla value the applicant would be to
would you bire this person
_Yea

*

-

the company.

tor this position?

No

Janet N. Davis substit:llted to indicate female applicant.
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JASON 1 S DEPARTMENT STORES
INTER BRANCH COMMUNICATION
TOz

Robert roreat, Store Manager
Tampa, J'loricla

J'ROMa

JobD L,7ona, Coaputer Operations
Miami 1 !'loricla

DATE a

Hay 29

Mgr.

J'or your 1Dtormat1on 1 the oomputer oenter Vill not be o~ra
~ive troa June 17 to June 20 clue to the need. tor ~tion ot
new equipaent to uperacle our oapa.b111 tiea.
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JASON 1 S DEPARTMENT STORES
INTBR OFFICE Mm~O~~UM

Datea

June 5

To 1

Donal.cl Smith

I haTe been haTing a Yery hard t~e in the pricing cle;»artment in t~ng to keep up with the large increase in
merchandise tbat we are receiTing clue to increased sales
this year. We were o.K. in February and Narch but we haTe
been way behind. for the last tvo months. I clon 1 t think we
can keep this up vi thout hiring another girl..
I have al.so hacl a problem with one of my pricing girls.
Her name i• Sharon Sellers and she doesn 1 t seem to be working
out too vel.l. I clicl a spot check on the merchandise she
pric~ on Hay 28 and 29 and she had mispriced over hal.£ the
itmes. I have sotten most of those prices ~anged but I
don't know if I 1 Te found all of them. I may have to replace
her aacl 1et a new girl..
That would mean hiring two nev girls. Will you allow
ae to at least hire one more girl to add to the ones I now
bave? I ne~ to know soon.
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JASON 1 S DEPARTMENT STORES

INTER OJ'JICE MBMORAHDUZ.I

uatea

June 4

Toa

Donald Smith, Operating Manager

J'romt

John Monel, Dept. 27 Hana,;er

Mr. Smi*ll,

Something ia soing to have to happen in the delivery
dept. They have been misaing deliveries, delivering the
wrons soocla, da.a&iDg IHrohandise aod messins up '11fT inTentory
counts b)' morlns ccod.s all over the warehouse. I bave had
4 re~und.s thia past week on aale goods that vera either
demeg~ in delivery or weren 1 t delivered on time.
Some o~
our ouatomer are very understanding about late delivery
but I 1 m still loaing about $1500 a week in sales due to
problema in 4eliTery. we ~not ~~ord to have new merchaad.is e da••gecl in deli very. I was overdrawn on aark-dovn
money last month ~rom having to take mark-downs on all the
items d•magecl at the warehouse or in delivery. Our company
oan 1 t &r~ord this losa. Hr. Stark in delivery, won't even
liatea to complaints about his department. He says he's got
trouble• o~ bis own. I viah you would. make a care~ul stud.y
o~ thia aituation and. see i~ you can't change the deliTery
aituatioa be~ore we lose any more good. customers.
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JASON'S DEPARTME.,.\~ STOnES

I.NTER OFFICi

Date a

June 6

To a

Bill Jacobs

~OlD I

Robert Forest

I·l~:OIUi'mtnl

..

8111,
Sorry to pressure you about the applicant for the Operating
posi tion in 11ssi~ee bu~ ~e are in need of the rating
as soon as possible. However, we have recently received some
additional infore3~ion which may assist you in evaluating
*James Da~s. Again, ve are in need of a decision immediately
so please rate him on all c~racteris~ics and overall.
LA1ng 1 s bad Jaces assessed for managerial potential in ~
assessment center several mon~hs ago. You shou1d remeber the
assess~ent cancer concept vhich Jason's bas used vith simulated
managerial sit uations to deter=ine success as a ~ager. Laing 1 s
utilized an in-~sket, a maaag~ent gnme and a leaderless group
discussion.
The in-basket exercise contained interoffice meQOS and letters
vhich required the candidate to react as i~ he were a mana~er
and bad received these ite~s in bia incominc mail. The purpose
of the exercise vas to ~ssess leadership sty l , decisiveness,
~ecisioning-ca~ng ability and or~anizins-planain& skills.
The
manacement game set a hypothetical situation where the candidate
was required to run a garment IDAlnaufacturing company. The
candid te receive~ two helpers, role-~layed by ~wo employees of
the assessment staff. Although the candiate tias not previously
ia£orced as to how his helpers would p•rforc, he was evaluated
on leadership ability in directing a helpful but incompetent
assistant and an incompetent but an~agonistic ~elper. Finally,
aaoth r measure of leadership ability • decision-ma.Jclng and
ergaa1z1ng-plann1n~ skills plus an assessmen~ on hov
the candidate interacted vith others were assessed tbrou~h a group discussion vhere the candidate vas assigned a position ~ the evaluators.
Attached is a form similar to tpe previous one you vera
civen on June
x~ as ers

s.

*JanetN.oavi.s
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.lAHSS •• DAY:IS
organ~sin,•Plann~ng

DaTis s ability to coordinate matar~al and data vas rolaslow although systoaat~o, auoh that, ~n tho long run, he
would not haTe quite enough t~me to complete tho task. ~· vas
doaonstrato4 in tho in-basket oxero~se vboro he failed to 00 ~
plato 4 ot the 25 memos in a 2 hour time per~~. Perhaps this
weakness in organizat~on had. an effect on his laok of deo~s~Te
noaa on soae ot tho problems. Hovovor, When he ba4 to ~nteraot
with others to obtain a clearly dof~ned goal by the organ~zation
(Garment M&nutaotur~ng EXorcise ) be vas part~cularly effective
~n ooordinat~ng a systematic plan.
consequently this pro4uoed
an overall effect of tho candidate deaonatrating more weaknesses
relative to strongt~ on this skill.
t~Toly

I n ter-personal Characteristics
Davia always observed common courtesies, spoke clearly and
to tho point with &4equato vocabulary. He demonstrated respect
for others opinions and ideas in the group discussion and manac••ont gaae by listening to others ideas then summarizing tho
statements Vhen appropriate With appropriate facial expressions
and good eye contact with tho person he vas addressing. Be reaai ne4 oalm and courteous toward the disaeroeablo and incompetent assistants in tho Garment Manufaoturing EXercise in spite of
a restricted time eleaent to achieve a particJlar goal. overall
in this cbaraotoristio, his strengths outweighed his weaknesses.
Lead.orship
In Doth group discussion and tho Garment Manufacturing Ez•roiso, Davis actively verbalized possible directions. Be vas able
to retain control in tho Garment Manufacturing Bzorcise where be
vas required to coordinate the efforts of tvo subordinates, one
who vaa disagreeable and ono who vas incompetent. In both exercises be otforod successions toward a solution and tried motivating others toward a solution by saying "what do you think?" o~
!!~sure y ou'll do a good job."
Although in tho group discussion
be offeotiToly arbitrated disagreements between differing opinions,
Davis did not always suggest the final solution. overall, DaYis 1 s
stronstba slightly out numbered his weaknesses.
Decisiveness
Doolslons on a merger, 1~ overall reduction of production and
several other str.-egios in tho Garment Manufacturing EXercise
vera acted upon only 2/3 of tho time by this candidate. This
~nd at decisiveness vas also manifested in the in-basket exercis e. On several memos which required action, Davis acted upon
one of tho 3 major problems, however, be acted upon a1most 90~
or the m1nor problems. In summary, this candidat•'s strong
points equalled h1s weak points.

*Janet N. DaVis
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JAMES H. DAVIS
Decision-Making Ability
In the Garment !l&nufacturing BXercise, he attended to the
pertainent facta, drew effective, so~d conclusions and thusly
formulated directions congruent with these conclusions. ai•
performance on the in-basket also demonstrated attention to most
of the ~aata, but at times misunderstood instructions and data
such that it effected the quality of his decisions. xn the
group cliscwssion, vhen confronted with opposing viewpoints which
required an explication of his position, Davis would gener&l.ly
back down and asree with the ooncensus, although the solution would not necessarily be superior in effectiveness. xn
conclu.ion, Davia 1 s Abili ty to draw conclusions from information,
overall, demonstrated slightly more weaknesses than strengths
&Dei depead.ed on the kind of exercise in which he was involvecl.

c.call

Tbls candidates value as a manager would depend upon the
demands of the position. Vhen an objective is clearly defined
tor Davia, he organises the data with efficiency (Garment Manufacturing Exercise). However, 1£ the outcome ia vague and requires a creat deal of outside opinions, he becomes a little
less decisive and requires a longer period of t~e to organise
and draw conclusions.
Davis generally considers feelings &nd
opinions of others with patience and self control. Xn managerial position, thia candidates strengtha would probably balance
out his weaknesses.

*

Janet N. Davis
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JASON'S DEPART:-IE:.'T STORES
PZRSO:nJEL D~AR'n.f.El.'T

please write the numerical rating ~or the applicant in
a~ce to the lett c! the characteristic.

*

POSITION a

Operating lolanager-taasimmee, Flor:1cla

HA.'-tEa

James Ii. Darts

the

Scale a
1

2

'

Adequate

:targina1

4
ATerage

6
Competent

outstancling

Decisiveness: The ability to make decisions where
decisions are called !or.
Decison-making Abil~: The ability to draw conclusions
on ih?ormation and
ect actions in light of these
conclusions with foresight of the possible effects on
the organ:1zation.
coordinating Abilities: The ability to organize and
plin work loads in an efficient manner.
Leadership Abilities: The ability to motivate others,
deiegate reaponsihil!t,, and haTe others look for
directions !rom this person.
Interpersonal Skillsa The ability to tolerate strees,
to consider others feelings, T&lues and attitudes. The
ability to communicate clearly vith others.
overallz Value the applicant would be to
Would you hire this person

* Janet

Yes

N. Davis

-

No

the company.

for this position?
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June 3
1473 VeDitian way
Tampa, Jlorida 33608
Robert ~oreat
store Kanacer
Jaaon 1 s D~t. Store
2008 14th St.
~. Jlorid& 33609

~ a lone standing customer o~ your store, I am sorry that
I must submit tbis complaint. I purebased a new teleTision set
tra. your atore on Kay 17th and it vas 4elivered on May 20th.
Tbe aet that vas delivered vas scratched on the side and I
re~uaecl delivery.
The driver said that a new set would be
broucht by on the 23r4. Th8 new set vas not delivered on the
23l'Cl so I oallecl your store the next day and vas in1"ormed that
there vas some 41tt1culty in getting the set 1"rom another store
&Dd. that the set would be delivered on the 28th. I vas not at
hoae, untortunatelr and my ~1"e accepted delivery. When I got
ho~, I discovered that not only was the set scratched, but the
delivery man had run his hand truck into my ~ront door as he
le1"t &Dd put a deep scratch in it ~iDish. I decided tbat I would
contact the D~t. Manacer, z.cr. !.(onel.

I called. xr. Monel yesterday and vas told tbat noth:ing
oou14 be done about the door as 1 t vas not noted as damaae by
the driver on bis trip sheet. T,key also denied that the set
that vas delivered vas the same one that was delivered and retuaecl earlier. Tbey said that it would be tvo weeks be1"ore
~7 could get the paperwork done and a truck out to pick up
and replace the set.
I teel that tbis thing has gone on long enoQBh. It ~11
coat $22 to tix my door and I want the door ~i%e4 and a new set
1D ~ house be~ore out-o1"-tovn guests arrive on the 14th. I1"
I bave not heard from you by the 9th o1" June, I will return
the T.V. set tor a tull re1"und, cancell my charge account Vitb
rour •tore &Dd do business elsewhere.
Disoontent~y

rours,

~~Jd
)fartin Scllilabel
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JASON 1 S DEPARTMENT STORES
INTER OJ'J'ICE MENORANDtJl.l

Datea

June 2

Toa ,

John Gribble

Jroma

Sall7 Short

we need to haTe a deoision soon about whether or not to
start writing orders tor department& 12, 18, 2J, 41 and 46
by h&D4. It ve are to vri te them here as ve haTe been doing, ve
will need to becin by June 9 at the latest in order to meet
the June 18th dea41ine. It )"OU decide to use the new co~uter
•7 t . . 1 ve can va1 t longer and ve can catch up on some o'£ the
work we are behind on and maybe not have to work so much

OYertS....
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JASON 1 S DEPARTMENT STORES

IHTBR OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Datea

June 2

Toa

Gary Grimes

From&

Robert Foreat

I 1 • ho~nc an iaportant meeting in store s&tety in my o££ice
this Tburs4ay at 2:00 p.z. please be there and bring a list
o£ aa£ety suggestions. we're going to start a big employee
aa£ety puah beoause o£ the number o£ vorkman 1 s compensation
claima ve 1 Te had £1le4 acainst us recently.
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JASON'S DBPAR11mNT STORES
INTBR o•FICi MEMORANDUM
D&tea

Jwae 3

To 1

G&r7 Grimes

Jroaa

aett7 Pursi£ul, Dept. 16

I baTe a problem with some or my sale goods. we are nov
reoei Ti.D& goods £or our bic Mid-Summer sale starting June 12.
we reoeiTed. 600 pairs or shoes vbi.cb are marked. $1.,50 a paj.r
less tb&D the pr1oe Izw. .aber as being the sale price. I've
lost .y oop7 o£ the a4 £or the 12th and don 1 t knov how to
obeok this out. I thought I 1 d let 7ou knov although it 1 a
probabl7 just rault7 memor7. The sboea vere priced M&7 28
~ Sbaron Sellers.
The ad co•• to press on the lOth.
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JASON 1 S DEPARTM.BNT STORRS

INTER 07,ICB MBMORANDUN
Da tea

It&T l.j

Toa

All Department Heads

7roa nov on, all 1nYo1ces reoe1Yed vill be submitt~ to
the InYoioe Recorda Dept. promptly. In the past, many 1nYo1oea haY• been aubmitt~ to improper departments.
ooa

All departaent heads (non mdse.)
All departaent heads (JDClae.)
Store sta1'1'
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JASON'S DBPARTIIENT STORES

INTER OI'FICE MEMORANDUM

D&tea

June 6

To a

8111 Jaoo'bs

J'Toma

Jane ao•v•ll

{Pf?u,V,(.L(dvt<8 tl

~t(,'tc/!fl.tl-YJ f&;IJ!f

1??UJt!YJ!f '-{)JJ~b

v;uu >s~ ~o 1frM.o
..(.~ th £11€- 0tJ.-rnP_I1Af(/ trn JUA? .t,., I (JJ.fl.
fh}t.l JJ:()JU. di' ~ '-{'/(.(bll4-:f 7> tvL.· ci/C Crf ~ O.iv
fJVU»-f.L 'f"~ ()..A(ti. Y-h.t.JtL~U tut., (ltJA~
(}..AI.. rJ... CtJ.fJU-- /JVt..v . uf. ~1/h tU..<.tj'U VhoJ-

--'Ja...u.., o.{p o-uJd... ..-(..)....(.

{).A(j-

rl(} ar/rf4A d

tUA.

d

/fn ud- ,o 4--1?11 (l, ~ 1 vh .t.- /.JrldJU..~ ..pA-6d-11PJ.d.
.!J,h lJ --pM.rf.y ~ tu... vn' ~h ~ ~~
-1?1 Q#1f ./YYI tJ.A? a ~eh.b /J'YI uJ.e?t. fj .h

tJL trrr~

tJ-rJ

J UHI ~ I D!!!J ~}t 4-+rJ 8 ~ n J r, 6: to 'f! I"Y/. .tJ'/?"Yl
.J o.tJ.A..vw.j ta..Ju..u...Md Vo /YhU..fvll V ~
d...-.t d ""'17 4--pQ..- v. tJ (J u ;Jd-U- lJ-11 1/h I eEl
.fl....

JIJ-~1 ~ r!J~otu-U.-1
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N~e

----------------------

JASOH 1 S DEPARTMENT STORE EXERCISE
DATA PBRCBPTIOH AND INTBR•RELAXIONS
L.

Doea the information presented in the exercise concerning
the new computer system and the departments it includes
1adioate that you will be able to uti1ize the system
thia month?

D14 you peroe1Te the date ot the memo troa •orest to
Gr~•• reaarding the store safety meeting?

).

Vbat sex vas the applicaat tor the Operating Managers
poa1t1oa in Elasi ee?

-·

Vhat 40 you think Of Joe Stark1 s deliTery department?
vou14 you reoommend talking to him immediately?
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APPENDIX C
\'l:MEN AS MANAGERS SCALE

93
SEX..___ _ _ __
-~-------------------

Using the numbers 1 to 7 on the rating scale given below, mark your
penanal opinion about each statement in the blank that immediately precedes
ic. Bemember. Sift your persoul opinion according to how IDUCh you agree or
diaasree with each_ item. Whether you agree or disagree with any statement, you
can be sure that many people feel the same way you do. Please respond to all
21 ite•. ntank you.

1• Scronsly Diaagree
2• Disagree
3- Slightly Disagree
4- Niether Disagree nor agree
5- Slightly Agree
6- qree
7• Strongly Asree
1.

It is lus desirable for women than men to have a job that requirea rasponsibilicy .

2.

Wo•n have the objectivity required to evaluate business situatiou properly .

3.

Cballenaing work 1a JDOre blportant to men than it is to women.

4.

Men and women should !Je siven equal opportunity for participation

in management crainins programs .

S.

Women have the capability to acquire the necessary skills to be
succeasful managers.

6.

Clt1 the average, women managers are leas capable of contributing

to an orsaniza tion 1 s overall goals than are men.
7.

It 1a not accepcable for women to assume leadership roles as
often as men.

8.

The buainus COliBUnity should 80111eday accept women in key managerial poaitiou.

9.

Society should reprd work by female managers as valuable as work
by ule managers •

10.

It ia accepcable for women to compete with men for top executive
positions .

11.

t'be poasibility of pregnancy does aot aalte women less desirable
employees than men.

U.

Women vould no JDOre allow their emotions to influence their
unaaerial behavior than uould men.

13.

Problems associate vith menstratioa should not make women less
desirable than men as employees.

14.

To be a succusful executive, a woman does not have to sacrifice
some of her f~inity.

94

15.

Oa the average, a woman vbo auys at home all the time with her

16.

Woman are le.. capable of learning mathematical and mechanical

children u a better 110ther than a woman who works outside the
ha.e at l ... t half-time.
skills than are men.

17.

Women are not ambitious enough to be successful in the business
world.

18.

Women cannot be assertive in business situations that demand it.

19.

Women po..eas the self-confidence required of a good leader.

20.

Woaaen are not competitive enough
business world.

21.

Wa.an casmot be aggressive in business situations that demand it.

to be successful in the
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APPENDIX D
ANALYSIS OF VARIAN::E TABLES
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TA8IE A:

Analysis of Variance of Decisiveness Dimension as a
Functi.al of Applicants Sex, Attitude Toward
Walen in Managenent an:1 Infocnatial ().Jallty.

Source of Variance

df

ss

'lbtal

55

75.56

Between Subjects

27

41.054

MS

F

1

.44

.44

.26 NS

1

.018

.018

.01 NS

1

.88

.88

.53 NS

24

39.716

1.65

Within Slmjects

28

34.506

Infcmaatial (C)

1

5.16

Axe

1

.8825

.8825

•75 NS

BxC

1

.16

.16

.13 NS

AxBxC

1

.0135

.0135

.02 NS

Sex (A)

Attitme

(B)

AxB
S/A

X

B

SxC/AxBxC

24

28.29

5.16

1.17

4.41 P(.05
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TABU: B:

Analysis of Vari.anoe of Decisicn Makin;
Ability Dimensicn as a Furx:ticn of Applicants
Sex, Attitule Toward Wanen in Mi!naqenent and
Infcmnaticn Quality.

Source of Variance

df

ss

Total

55

61.84

Between Subjects

27

55.34

MS

F

w

1

.16

.16

.07 NS

Sex (B)

1

.44

.44

.19 NS

AxB

1

.88

.88

.39 NS

S/ A X B

24

53.86

2.24

Within SUbjects

28

6.5

Infomatian (C)

1

5.16

5.16

AxC

1

.02

.02

.015 NS

BxC

1

.45

.45

.35 NS

AxBxC

1

.015

.015

.01 NS

SxC/AxBxC

24

Sex

30.855

1.28

4.03 p

~.OS
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~

C:

Analysis of Va.riance of Ccxmtinati.ng Ability
Oimmsial as a Functial of Applicants Sex,
Attit:l.X3e Toward~ in Manageltent and Infomatial
()Jal.ity.

Source of Variance

df

ss

Total

55

70.214

27

50.214

A

1

1.142

B

1

AB

Be~

S/A

X

SUbjects

B

Within SUbjects

MS

F

1.142

.58 NS

1.142

1.142

.58 NS

1

1.42

1.42

.73 NS

24

46.507

28

20.00

c

1

1.142

1.142

1.679 NS

Axe

1

.07

.07

.10 NS

BxC

1

.064

.064

.09 NS

AxBxC

1

2.376

2.376

3.49 NS

24

16.348

.68

SxC/AxBxC
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TABlE 0:

Analysis of Variance of Leadership
as a F\mctial of ~licants Sex, Attitude
Tcwal:d \bien in Managertent and Infomat.i.oo
Quality.

Source of Variance

df

ss

Total

55

78.84

Between S\mjects

27

54.34

1

(A)

Sex

Attitu:le

(B)

1

F

.018
2.16

.018
2.16
.019

.009NS
.99 NS
.008 NS

1

.019

S/ Ax B

24

52.143

Within S\mjects

28

24.5

Infaimlltial (C)

1

6.44

6.44

10.73 P<.Ol

AxC

1

3.024

3.024

5.04 P(.05

Male at C

1

.32

.32

.53 NS

Female at C

1

9.14

9.14

15.24 P(.Ol

Bi.ographical at A

1

1.28

1.28

2.13 NS

Behavior at A

1

1.748

1.748

2.91 NS

axe

1

.16

.16

.26 NS

AxBxC

1

.44

.44

• 73 NS

24

14.436

.60

AxB

s

X

CIA xBxC

2.17
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'aBlE E:

Analysis of Variance of Int.e%persa\al Skills
Dimensial as a Funct:i.m of Applicants Sex,
Attitude Toward Waten in Manaqement and Infomatial
Quality.
~SKILIS

ss

Source of Variance

df

Total

55

69.228

Between SUbject

27

51.93

Sex (A)

1

.28

.28

.13 NS

Attitude (JU

1

.28

.28

.13 NS

AxB

1

.65

.65

.30 NS

S/ Ax B

24

50.72

Within Subjects

28

17.29

Axe

1

5.78

5.78

14.09 p .01

BxC

1

.29

.29

.70 NS

AxBxC

1

1.788

1.788

4.36 P<:.o5

1

2.564

2.564

6.25 P(.01

1

.06

.06

.16 NS

Fanllle at C x high

1

5.78

5.78

14.09 P(.Ol

Female at C x law

1

.27

.27

.67 NS

1

.28

.28

.69 NS

1

.06

.06

.15 NS

1

.27

.27

.67 NS

1

1.78

1.78

4.34 P(.05

F

2.133

Inforrnatia\ (C)

Falale Biograp1.ical

Fanllle at Behavior

X

X

Male at Biograplical

Male at Behavior
Male

X

X

B
B

X

B

B

C at high

Male x C at law
A

X

Biographical at high

1

1.14

1.14

2. 78 NS

A

X

Behavior at low

1

.63

.63

1.55 NS

A

X

Biographical at law

1

1.42

1.42

3.46 NS

A

X

Behavior at low

1

SxC/AxBxC

24

.067
9.85

.067
.410

.16 NS
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TABLE F:

Analysis of Variance of OVerall Dilrensial
as a Functial of Applicants Sex, Attituie
'l'c1ward ~ in Management and Infoxmati.cn
()lality.

Source of Variance

df

ss

Total

55

70.13

Between SUbject

27

60.515

w

1

2.79

2.79

1.167 NS

Sex (B)

1

.04

.04

.016 NS

AXB

1

.22

.22

.09 NS

S/A X B

24

57.465

2.39

Within SUbjects

28

9.615

c

1

1.61

AxC

1

.007

.007

.02 NS

BxC

1

.04

.04

.125 NS

AxBxC

1

.21

.21

.65 NS

24

7.748

.32

Sex

SxC/AxBxC

F

1.61

s.o3

P~.os
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TABlE G:

Analysis of Variance of the S\.mnatial Across
All Six Management Dinelsials as a Funct.ioo
of Applicants Sex, Attit:u1e Toward~ in
Management and Infcmnati.al Qlality.

ss

Source of Variance

df

Total

55

1258.75

Bets.een SUbject

27

1047.125
2.79

M5

F

2.79

.06 NS

Sex (A)

1

(B)

1

.116

.116

.002 NS

1

.lll

.ill

.002 NS

Sex

AxB
S/A

X

8

24

1044.

43.5

28

211.625

c

1

4.29

4.29

.51 NS

AxC

1

2.795

2.795

.33 NS

BxC

1

3.754

3.754

.44 NS

AxBxC

1

.53

.53

.06 NS

Within SUbjects

SxC/AxBxC

24

200.256

8.344
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